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TO OUR FRIENDS
Today, when so much is said of international cooperation, it is pleasant to

recall that numismatics has long been a field in which men have tried to advance

knowledge by working together with mutual friendly understanding. It is a matter

of great satisfaction to us to say, in presenting our first contribution from beyond

the seas, that we have in our hands further contributions from England. Our own

American numismatists too, we rely on with confidence. Their response to our ap-

peals for contributions has been gratifying. But the study of numismatics is not a

thing of narrow boundaries, and at the present moment we feel that our journal

has a unique position, for it is neither so formal nor so informal as any other per-

iodical now issued.

Presenting some studies of a stria nature, we also give a place to explana-

tions of the kind called popularizations. Delighted though we may be to present

definitive work on special topics, we are ready to print theoretical work on topics

not yet thoroughly understood, where conflicting ideas must be weighed before a

final decision can be made. But we insist that new views shall be supported by

strong evidence.

One kind of article has been submitted to us that we regret we cannot include

in the magazine. We have been offered several articles of such length that they can-

not be included in one number, and which would greatly suffer in usefulness if

presented serially. The publishers have decided in such cases to undertake publica-

tion in book form. A notice of our plans appears elsewhere in this issue.

Sir George Hill writes us; "I congratulate you and your colleagues ... on

your effort. The Numismatic Chronicle is the only scholarly periodical on this side

of the Atlantic that shows . . . life ... I wish the Numismatic Review a long life.

It rests with you (and I see you realize it in your coat of arms) to keep the torches

burning and balance the scales evenly between ancient and modern numismatics”.

To what he has so well expressed we dedicate our magazine.

Thomas Ollive Mabbott.
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THE MAN IN THE ROMAN STREET
by Harold Mattingly

If you want to find out what is being thought and felt on some controversial subject, one plan

is to consult a number of notable individuals, another — exactly opposite — to ask everybody and

sort out their answers. This second method is coming to be known as 'Mass Observation’ and, with

a name, it is acquiring a reputation. It tells you at any rate what people’s thoughts and feelings are;

and, if those thoughts and feelings, on matters that touch them deeply, are not capricious, but inevitable,

it takes you somewhere near the truth. A selection of great and wise men would not diverge very

widely from the mass, except in stating their views with more force and clarity. No, the average man
must be our choice. 'The Lord loves him — or he would not have made so many of him. Everybody

can’t be wrong: 'Securus iudicat orbis terrarum!’

This sounds very much like a revolt against the appeal to the expert — and so, in a measure,

it is. Probably a fairly sharp division must be made between subjects suitable for expert adjudication

and subjects not. On the former class we have no chance of getting a useful answer except from ex-

perts, however much they may differ among themselves. On the latter, there are no real experts —
there will be some who have studied more than others, but none who really know. To this second

class belong most subjects of great and absorbing general interest: for the deepest knowledge gained

on them is gained from living, and living is no prerogative of the few.

In this article I want to suggest a little experiment on these lines in the past — during the

first centuries of the Roman Empire. The aim will be to see Rome, not as eulogized by her admirers

or damned by her enemies, but as she was, for good or evil, lived in by her own citizens. There are

various ways in which information can be obtained. It is unfortunately impossible to conduct a house-

to-house visitation — to evoke the spirits of generations of Roman 'Quirites’ or to descend like Aeneas

to Hades to ask questions. But some resources remain. Ordinary people left a vast number of inscrip-

tions into which tliey put a good deal of their heart and mind. 'The historians and poets have quite a

lot to say — if only at intervals — about the common man. The satirist, now and then, tires of flaying

the notorious criminal, and turns on him.

The imperial coinage is a sort of mirror in which we can see his features. For coins were not,

as today, only a medium of exchange, they were also objects of curiosity and interest, and, as such,

readily used by Government to carry abroad information and suggestions from hand to hand and from

mouth to mouth. Of the Government that issued the coins a good deal is known: the coins themselves

can be studied, arranged, explained: there remains the third party, to whom the messages of the coins

were directed — the 'Man in the Roman Street’.

Here a difficulty rises. Did not the Empire consist of an agglomeration of men, of many creeds,

colours, races? Is it not too vast and too varied to yield any common term — a vast patchwork quilt,

fn fact? While this is not to be denied, it is not a fatal objection. In general one may select, as rep-

resentative of the Empire, the townsman rather than the countryman, the citizen rather than the sub-

ject, the citizen of tlie city of Rome rather than the citizen of any other great city. Ideally, of course,

the Man in the Roman Street was no perfect representative of the Empire — he was far too selfish and

too limited in his interests, and there came a time when he ceased really to represent anything but himself.

But, in the prime of the Empire—^he was what many were wanting to be—domiciled in Rome, 'rerum pul-
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cherrima’, queen of the world, living under the shadow of the temple of Capitoline Jupiter, enjoying

the special patronage of the Emperor, the lord of the world. In the great public show’s of circus and

amphitheatre tlie Emperor met his clients — and he was very careful to bid for their favour, for it might

mean life or death to him. This was, in fact, the public that the Government had most in view, to

w'hich appeals were first made and through which they went out to a wider public. One way to measure

imperial Rome will be by measuring its ordinary citizen. It will tell us something interesting about

the value of life as it had then to be lived. It is on this judgement that the Roman Empire must largely

be accepted or condemned. Nor is the study of tlie common man without value for the study of those

who have emerged from the common level. As hills and mountains cannot be seen detached from the

plains from which they rise — so is it wdth the illustrious and their humble fellows.

Our Roman, then, is to be thought of as a man of small means, busy at some minor business

or trade, possibly attached as a client to some noble house, much more often, a client of the Emperor

himself. He no longer votes at the elections — his constitutional duties have been taken over by the

senate — but he enjoys all the pageantry of state events, entries and departures, marriage feasts, and

'consecrations’ of dead Emperors, the dust of the circus and the blood of the arena. He is very proud

of his Roman citizenship — it will not necessarily go back so very far — his grandfather may have

been a slave who won his freedom — but he knows a little of the national history and myth and rejoices

in it as his own. Talk to him of the rebirth of Rome and attach to it as a sign the she-wolf suckling

the twins, and he will answer to the appeal — he will own his share in that great task of state-building

that Romulus began when he founded the city 'augusto augurio’ so many centuries before. He is not

however quite so much attached to the old Roman ways, the Roman ‘disciplina’ as his rulers could

always wish. He is, after all, a 'novus’ not a 'priscus Romanus’. He is more inclined to be merciful

towards a curious new sect like the Christians than his Government always is. He is accustomed to

exciting and cruel shows, but he is not cruel by conviction and policy, and questions some of the older

ways. When Nero’s government ordered to execution all the slaves who had been present when the

master was murdered, the Roman 'plebs’ almost rioted. If not as well informed as we are — if with-

out telephone or wireless — our Roman would yet have laughed to find himself rated ignorant. Had

he not all the gossip of the capital at his disposal, had he not the 'acta senatus’ and the 'acta populi’,

the imperial coins just on their way from the mint? He had, if not our immense modern supplies, some

fair choice of cheap books — lives of the Emperors, Greek stories of love or adventure, the epigram

and the satire. He had quite a fair chance of being a good judge of art. The temples and public

places were full of masterpieces or copies of Greek masterpieces — and the Emperors were never

weary of adding to the beauty of their capital. Our Roman was not a born artist like the Greek, but

he had inherited quite a lot from him. In his personal and family life the Roman was not unlike the

common man in all times: he did his job, he brought up his family, he had the normal interests and

affections of family life. The satirists may paint their gloomy pictures, but no one is going to take

their evidence against that of the many inscriptions that quite unconsciously bear a different witness.

But, if the Roman was very much like the plain man of every age, has he any specal interest

for us? Perhaps — and for one very clear reason. He lived under special circumstances, which

have a painfully intense interest for us today: he was a member of what we might call a 'Totali-

tarian State’, a state which, to free itself from endless anarchy, had sacrificed most of its liberty. The

ancient world in the last century B.C. had come to a parting of the ways. Along one way lay destruc-

tion. It could scarcely be imagined that the Greek-Roman civilization would have survived unwrecked.
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had it continued to exhaust itself in merciless civil and foreign wars. The other way, the way that,

after some perilous hesitations was actually taken, was the way to the Empire. The Mediterranean

would bow under Roman sway, Rome herself bowed before her Emperors. Government became a

matter of specialists, if not of experts: political passions sank into the rest of exhaustion: the Augustan

peace wrapped the world.

The man in the Roman street has not been able to set down for us what were his views on

religion and politics, but we can form a very good idea of them from what was said on those subjects

to him — in the imperial coinage and other propaganda, just as today one might gather a very good

idea of the general charaaer of a people from its wireless and its popular press. Let us take politics

first.

The Roman Empire was an end, as well as a beginning — and perhaps even more than a begin-

ning. It was an end of the system of many states in the civilized world and of many factions in the

state. It was the end of anarchy — and the end of liberty: the end of civil war — and the end of

reform and progress. Peace was so urgently desired and needed, that the price — the terribly high

price of it — was readily paid. This fact is the basis of all political thinking in the Empire. The rule

of Rome, the rule of her Emperor, are ordained by Providence or Fate. The only thing that can over-

throw this fatal Empire is the end of the age. High above all others stands the Emperor himself. The

lawyers, ancient and modern, define his exact position in terms of constitutional law, but they do not,

in so doing, give us much idea of what he looked like to the ordinary man. He is unique in rank

and authority, in his power to hurt or heal. He is worshipped as a god in the provinces, his Genius

is worshipped even in Rome. On the coins, his head appears on the obverse that had once been re-

served for the gods of the state. He is ’rector orbis’, 'fundator pacis’, 'saeculi felicitas’, 'pontifex max-

imus’ sacrificing 'pro salute populi Romani’. His virtues, his felicity, generosity, victory, valour, provi-

dence — are heavenly powers that work through him for the good of the human race. The fortunes

of the 'domus Augusta’ too intimately concern the public. The Empress usually receives the title of

Augusta, the eldest son that of Caesar. Marriages and births in the imperial family are the occasions

for largesses and merry-makings ('Liberalitas’, 'Laetitia Publica’). The Greeks commonly called the

Emperor "basileus” ('king’), going straight to the root of the matter and lacking the curious Roman
distaste for the word 'rex’. The fact, of course, was that Emperor differed from king, in being more

and not less. Between the Emperor and his humble subject there was a strong bond of what the

Roman called 'fides’ — meaning both the protection accorded by the Emperor and the loyalty offered

by the subject. It was the powerful and the wealthy objects of possible suspicion who felt the weight

of the imperial anger. To his humbler clients the Emperor extended that kind of favour and protec-

tion that the noble Roman had always been ready to give to the poorer man who turned to him.

The benefits that the Emperor had to give were, in part, spiritual, — happiness, security, peace,

— but they were also material. Juvenal summed them up in the words 'panem et circenses’. It

is to that that the Roman Quirites have come down. The Emperor made it one of his chief concerns

to see that the Roman had his daily bread. Corn was supplied free to some hundreds of thousands of

registered recipients, cheap to very many more. That is why the coins are full of references to Ceres,

the goddess of corn, and her attendant spirit Annona, to the modii that store the grain and to the

ships that carry it. Once fed, the people must be amused — and for amusement there was the circus,

with its factions and its races, and the amphitheatre with its gladiatorial games and wild beast shows.

Rome had her calendar of pleasures, and new imperial occasions of victory or domestic felicity were
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constantly adding new days of holiday. These pleasures were for the ordinary man one of the main

objects in life: into them went much of the interest that was now denied its outlet in politics. The

faaions of the circus, in particular, fought one another with a fury directly borrowed from political

strife. It was not quite by accident that on one occasion, that of the great NIKA riots at Constantinople

under Justinian, the energies, so carefully dammed up, for once broke the dam and swept back into

the forbidden channel of politics. There is one fact that emerges from the imperial coinage, that

is worth attention. The provision of corn — necessary for life — is freely and constantly advertised:

the games and races, the ‘pleasures’ of the public are very much more sparingly paraded. This is not

to deny the fierce attraction that those pleasures had for the masses — only to point out that a reason-

able distinction was still made between the essential and the superfluous. Apart from the corn, the

Emperor had the right — jealously giurded — of largesse. Every few years he would distribute to

the ‘plebs urbana’ a ‘liberalitas’ of some three or four pounds — a considerable addition to the citizen’s

budget, especially if he were allowed, as he was by Trajan, to draw for sons as well as self. These

liberalities were enough to encourage the Roman to risk the nurture and education of more children:

in the language of coins, they fostered the ‘Spes Populi Romani’.

The Roman looked to his Emperor for the 'Victoria’ and 'Virtus’ that maintained prestige and

honour abroad. The Government gladly reported to him ‘the Capture of Judea’ 'the Capture of Ger-

mania’ 'the King given to the Parthians', the trophies of the Sarmatians. But, while the Roman was

never likely to forget the force, on which even a just system must ultimately rest, it was peace, not

war, that was the chosen state of the Empire. This was its prime achievement, the gift that it offered

in full payment of all that it demanded. The world was wearied by the terribly ‘strenua inertia’ of wars

without end or limit: it demanded peace at any price. The Emperor then stands as guarantor of the Au-

gustan peace. The frontiers, of course, must be defended, a rebel province may need to be tamed: but

Mars, himself, the War God, must confirm to the new order and learn to be ‘pacifier’, a peace bringer.

But of what good was peace abroad, if civil war reigned at home? This fact made the problem of the

succession to the Empire so vital. An Emperor once established could be expected to maintain himself.

But Emperors were not immortal and how move, without risk of war, from one to another? Men agreed

about the object to carry on the Empire from generation to generation without civil strife. But, whether

that could best be done by the succession of son to father, or of son by adoption, or of the nominee of

the army or the senate, was never finally settled. All methods were tried—that of the succession of a son,

adopted by the Emperor in manhood for the express purpose of succeeding him, was the most successful.

Peace, this was the great blessing showered on the subjects of the Empire—peace, and its accom-

panying blessings, of happiness, abundance, safety, security. The price for it was freedom. Even the

Roman citizen lost all active rights of citizenship. The senate took over as his representative what was

left of the old constitution and stood as the only protest against imperial tyranny. The coin type of the

civil wreath given to the Emperor by 'senatus populusque Romanus ob cives servatos’ exactly expresses

the position. The ‘Saviour of the Country’ has the powers of a despot, but he accepts the obligation to

‘preserve his fellow-citizens’ by not ordering them to execution. The word. Liberty, was not lost, and it

still carried some meaning. A good Emperor, like Trajan, could represent the principate as part of a

whole, continuous with the ‘Libera respublica’: he had harmonized the two irreconcilables
—

'libertas' and

‘dominatus’. Almost any Emperor might claim to respect ‘libertas’ if he abolished some measure that irked

the citizen, or overthrew a rival, who, of course, must be a tyrant. Libertas, in fact, meant what was still
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left of citizen-rights; from die way in which Liberalitas and Libertas hold together on the imperial coins,

it looks as if the right to receive largesse was the chief.

The Roman early lost much of his traditional pride in tlie army. He rejoiced in its prowess and

its viaory, but he was content to let the burden of service slip gradually from his shoulders on to those

of the provincials. The end was a cleavage, dangerously extreme, between the humane civilian and the

barbarous soldier. The coins, as a rule, tend to take the point of view of the civilian rather than of

the soldier—and while they talk freely of 'Concord’ and 'Loyalty’ of the Army, they are thinking rather

of the importance of order to the state than of the pride of the profession itself. Of course, appearances

here are rather deceitful. The soldiers took the oath of allegiance to the Emperor, and were thus bound

by the strongest ties to him. He gave them their pay, and added large donatives. But these were among
the 'arcana imperii’ to be known by few beyond the Emperor himself.

The strength of this state was its stability, its concentration of power, its confidence in its destiny:

its weakness lay in its rigidity and lack of confidence in the future. The hope, or myth, of modern man
has often lain in the future, a world fit for heroes to live in, a world without poverty, a world without

war. 'There is progress towards such a goal, and reform needed to make such progress possible. Quite

otherwise with the Roman. Progress only meant moving on a path that could hardly change, reform

only minor readjustment of detail to keep the system as a whole secure. The myth of the ancient world

was that of the Golden Age restored. Once, in the remote past, when Saturn reigned in Latium, when

the goat Amalthea reared the infant Jupiter in Crete, men had been simple and good, earth had given

of her plenty unasked, there had been a Golden Age of happiness indeed. Ideally, the Empire was the

'optimus status rerum’ brought back by the 'optimus princeps’—the Golden Age restored, a long-lost

secret of goodness and happiness combined rediscovered. Such was the hope, the legend of the official

version. The facts alas, were often sadly unlike the dream. The 'Loyalty’ and 'Harmony’ of the army

stood over against rival groups supporting rival Emperors. 'Securitas Publica’ — well, its reports were

not unlike those of the Ministry of Public Security to-day: the Golden Age itself was felt, by many, as

iron in experience
—

'Aurea saecula nobis ferro transigimtur’.

In the decline of active political interests, religion took a very large part in men’s lives. It is quite

a mistake to suppose that the Empire was irreligious, that the old mythology had ceased to command

any belief and that there was simply a void, waiting to be filled by the new world-religion, Christianity.

In all classes, it is true, could be found substitutes for religion, imperfectly taking its place—the prac-

tice of magic, the belief in astrology'—the reading of destiny from the stars—the belief in Fortuna, the

great capricious power who, by a turn of her wheel, could confound high and low. But, whilst there

were then as always some intellectuals, who had sufficient mental energy to question the old, but not

sufficient to construct a better new, the vast majority of men accepted the traditional beliefs. Or, perhaps,

it would be more accurate to say that they accepted them as the given forms of thought, under which,

for lack of better, the world had to be seen. Men would vary infinitely—in taking them for literal truth,

for partial truth, for guesses or shadows of the truth.

The Greeks and Romans were, we know, polytheists. They believed indeed in a supreme god,

but let his supremacy recede before the multiture of gods and minor powers that shared with him the

rule of the world. In the problem of the One and the Many, it was on the Many that tliey laid the

stress. The Roman saw a spiritual activity behind every material thing—a Genius of every man and a

Juno of every woman, a Genius of the city, the senate, the country. Wlien Maeterlinck in his 'Blue

Bird’ made the souls of the creatures—Fire, Water, Light, Bread—appear in human form, he was using
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a truly Roman idea. It may have taken some time to reach anthropomorphism — behind it, one can

trace divine powers worshipped in the form of animals, or even material objects. But, once reached,

it was retained. Man is the highest expression of the spiritual that we see, and it seemed natural to

use him as the symbol of what was higher. The Roman, again, was by instinct a sacramentalist. Ma-

terial symbol and spiritual reality were for him most intimately allied. Ceres was not only the giver of

the corn, but she was herself the corn: Bacchus not only the giver of the wine, but the wine. This is

often treated as a mere trick of language; it is more than this—the trick, if we must call it so, is one

of thought. There is close, inevitable relation between the symbol and what it expresses. The gods are

known by the attributes that express their nature and their activity. These attributes are not varied

at will. They are the necessary forms, under which the spiritual, beyond the perception of sense is

translated into a language that sense can read.

The great gods—Jupiter, Jimo, Minerva and the rest,—were thought of mainly as the powers of

the great world and the state. It was to them that appeal was made for the preservation of the Empire,

for success in war, for the salvation of Emperor and people. In a man’s private life, he would often have

to do more with minor powers—^with the Lares and Penates, the domestic gods of his hearth and

home, or with Felicitas and Salus, who gave him happiness and proteaion: they were not so much taken

up with the care of the greater interests and could, so to say, specialize on private welfare. The old

stories of the gods made good art and poetry, but not so clearly good morals and good sense. They

could be explained, if you so desired, as representations of natural happenings or as allegories—crude

literal form with a deeper meaning. The many gods beside the one supreme god has at first been re-

presented as a vast divine family. Now, more searching explanations were required. The subordinate

gods would be thought of a "daimones”, spiritual beings intermediate between God and Man, or more

philosophically, as angels,—^virtues or powers of the great god. Within this vast and intricate system,

there was room for most things—for personal devotion, personal hopes, personal demands for strength

and consolation. But the stress tended to fall on the larger life of the state. Roman religion taught

the Eternity of Empire and Emperor as an article of faith: as for the immortality of the individual, some

said this, some that—it was at any rate a matter of minor concern. Let him look to it himself!

The Empire, the super-state that survived on the ruins of the old order, drew to itself as much
as any state the resources of religion. The gods were invoked more and more readily as 'preservers’

and 'companions’ of the Emperor, the vows offered to them were offered 'pro Salute August!’. But the

unified Empire demanded a unified religion, which it had not got, and which was only very imperfealy

supplied by stressing the importance of one supreme god (so Aurelian with the sun-god, and Dio-

cletian with Jupiter and his great minister, Hercules)—by syncretism—combining many distinct deities

into one form (as Isis Panthea, worshipped under so many forms by different peoples), or the 'inter-

pretation 'Graeca’ and 'Romana’, by which the gods of the nations—Britons, Gauls, Germans, Africans,

Pannonians, Asiatics, Syrians, Egyptians—^were equated with the Olympians. It was in the direct wor-

ship of the Emperor himself that the Empire tried to find its unifying religion. The great Empires of

the East had long known their kings, who were either gods or special favourites of the gods. The Greeks

themselves had learned to venerate the fortune of great men as divine, and the god-king was worship-

ped in Syria and Egypt, the successor kingdoms of Alexander. When the Roman Emperor appeared to

give peace and prosperity to the world, the East was already prepared to worship him and the West
was not slow to follow the East. In Rome itself, there was always a decent reluctance to pay divine
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honours to the living man: but, even there, the Emperor was worshipped, through his Genius and his

virtues in his lifetime, and directly as a god, ('divus’), with temple, altar, priests, prayers and sacri-

fices, after his death. It was against religion in this form that the Christians usually stumbled. The de-

mands for religious and political loyalty were combined in the demand to offer incense to the Genius

of the Emperor. The totalitarian state migiit seem to be indefinitely tolerant, where religion ranged in

the abstract. Where it touched political life, tolerance found an abrupt end.

Yet, as we know, it was the old religion tliat was defeated. In that most conservative of so-

cieties, one of the greatest revolutions in history was carried through. The world of many gods gave

way to the w^orld governed by the one supreme providence. The Emperor gave up all claims to be

worshipped as a god, and was content to receive his diadem from God’s hand—to rule not as god, but

'Dei gratia’. In Constantinople, Eastern Rome, Christianity made its impress on the long centuries of

Byzantine history. In the West, men were not allowed to see the full fruits of the union of the old

Rome with the new religion: for the Empire fell before barbarian invasions and economic stresses, —
and it was a Roman Church without a Roman Empire that was left to face the oncoming of the Datk

Age.

I have been trying to interest you in an excursion into the past — to watch men living in

another age and environment and see how they lived and understood their life. It will be enough if

the excursion has proved interesting. But we are always anxious — as soon as we become genuinely

interested in the past — to relate it to our own life in the present, to note where we seem able to im-

prove on it or where again we have something to learn from it. There are just two thoughts on these

lines that I will leave with you. One,—the Roman Empire was an attempt to combine incompatibles

—

supreme rule with freedom, free development with peace. The problems are with us, not solved to-day.

The Empire suggests how partial solutions can be found — but also that the price to be paid for them

may be too high. There was a lack of spiritual tone and vigour in it that was a symptom of some-

thing deeply and seriously amiss. The other is, that men are able to live in orderly societies largely

though sharing in accepted schemes of thought. They will differ and quarrel — there is no preventing

them — but they will do so within limits generally accepted.

Here, then, let us leave our man in the Roman street, with the hope that the future may hold

a world-state like that under whicli he lived, as strong, as inclusive, but freer, kinder, and with its

eyes directed not to a fabulous happiness of the past, but to the wonders actually to be achies^d in a

future when man’s spirit is at last free.

NEW VARIETIES OF MASSACHUSETTS AND CALIFORNIA COMPANY
FIVE DOLLAR GOLD PIECES

by Joseph B. Stack

One of the most celebrated of the rare private issues of California gold pieces is the coinage

of the Massachusetts and Gilifornia Company, dated 1849. Specimens are of the highest rarity and

even if strikes from the dies in silver and copper are included, hardly a dozen pieces have been known

to students and collectors. Previous publications seem to indicate that all gold specimens known former-

ly were of one and the same type, and all discussion has been based on the assumption that this was

the case.
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It is therefore with as much pleasure as surprise that the writer is able here to publish and

illustrate three new specimens in gold, and to point out that they represent three new varieties, not

only differing from each other but from the previously published gold pieces. It should be said at once

that the source of these coins is a collection of the greatest celebrity, and that however unexpeaed

the discovery may be, it must be admitted that it may not surprise those who are acquainted with

the magnificent series assembled by this collector, the late Col, E. H, R. Green, to learn that he had

obtained hitherto underscribed pieces of the Massachusetts and California Company.

All known types of the coinage may now be described, nos. 2, 3, and 4 being the unpublished

varieties.

1. Obverse. A shield bearing a mounted vaquero to right (or in stria heraldic terminology

to left!) throwing a lasso. The supporters are a stag at the right, a bear at the left, the crest an

arm holding an arrow, and on a scroll below is the motto ALTA; around the border of the field

are thirteen six pointed stars.

Reverse. Legend around, MASSACHUSETTS & CALIFORNIA CO. and below the date 1849.

In the center a wreath enclosing the insaiption FIVE D. in two lines.

Edge, milled. Gold, about 23 mm., weight 115 grains, color reddish.

Specimens known include one in the Collection of the U. S. Mint, now at the Smithsonian In-

stitution at Washington; a second at the U. S. Mint in San Francisco, the property of the Pioneer So-

ciety of California; third, that formerly in the Lawrence Collection, where it sold for the all-time record

sum of $7900.00 (in 1929), now owned in North Carolina. See Adams, p. 69, no. 37.

lA. The same types as no. 1, but struck in silver. One formerly in the colleaion of the late

Frederick Joy, at least one more was at one time in the writer’s possession. See also Adams, p. 99 for

record of other specimens (no. 57).

IB. The same types but struck in copper. The writer has owned two, and more may be in

existence. Both silver and copper strikes are obviously trial pieces or patterns. Most ssem to be defin-

itely from the dies of No. 1. See also Adams, p. 99, no. 59.

2. Obverse. Similar to no. 1, but a different die, the stars being arranged differently, etc.

Reverse. As no. 1, but the period after *'CO” is high, like the top of a colon, and the inscrip-

tion within the wreath is 5 D in a single line with a six pointed star above and below it.

Edge, reeded. Gold, 23 mm. weight, 126 grains, color greenish.

The only specimen located is now in the writer’s collertion.

3. From the same dies as no. 2, but with a plain edge. Gold, 23 mm., 140 grains, greenish.

Also in the writer’s colleaion.

4. Obverse. Similar to nos. 1 and 2, but the word ALTA is in much smaller letters, etc.

Reverse. An entirely different design in that the value is written in two lines as 5 DOLLARS,
the second word being slightly curved. 'There is no period after the word CO. 'The wreath is sur-

rounded by twenty small five pointed stars.
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Edge, plain. Gold, mm., 117 grains, reddish. In the writer’s collection.

The workmanship of no. 4 is entirely different from that of the other pieces, and is almost cer-

tainly from the hand of a different artist from no. 2, and probably from no. 1. The style of the

piece is strikingly similar to that of the Norris, Grieg and Norris 1849 five dollar piece, which is said

to have been the first struck in California. It is almost certain that no. 4 was made in California,

even though the gold is reddish.

5A. Adams, no. 6l, (not illustrated and imperfectly described) is said to be a copper strike

from a different die from No. 1. The obverse border is broader, the reverse has "thirteen stars” a-

round a wreath and "no denomination.” This may be a different type, or possibly a strike from the

unfinished dies of No. 4, as the workmanship is described as not so good, and the design as some-

what rude. He knew of two specimens in copper only.

6A. Obverse. Design of No. 1, but different die, the star above the hand with arrow being

more to the right.

Reverse. Design as No. 1, but wreath closed at top.

Adams, no. 60, illustrated from the Malcolm Jackson specimen, a strike in copper, the only

one known.

7A. Adams, page 100 notes that a strike in brass of uncertain types was known to him from

the Titusville Circular.

From the above list it can be seen that the discovery of the new gold pieces adds considerably

to our knowledge of the company, as discussed by Adams (pages 68f, 99f), and especially changes

the aspect of the problem about where the pieces coined by the company were struck. Adams cited

without reference a statement from a San Francisco paper that it was understood the coins of the com-

pany were made in the east. The existence of specimens in typically western gold suggests that some

may have been struck there too, if indeed the idea the pieces were made in the east was more than

a rumor, or based on the existence of the silver and copper patterns.

Of course most of our discussion is based on the fine work of Adams; for other references

add only a little from the historical side. Tlie company was organized by a group of business men
in Northampton, Mass., several of whom are named in the article from the New York Tributte,

March 3, 1849. The company had been previously noticed as early as January 23. We learn that the

capital was at first $6000, later increased to $50,000, and that the Rev. F. P. Tracy, the secretary,

was to be the agent in the west, and that Mr. William H. Hayden (probably a relative of the president

of the company, Joseph Hayden) was to go as assayer. Howe said there was no record of the com-

pany reaching California. But this is rather a quibble, for Tracy certainly did reach California’, and

there was not only a prominent attorney, but had an honorable career in politics of a kind that does

not suggest anything should be suspected that his company was anything but a bona fide organization,

although it does seem probable that ciraimstances prevented its being very active after reaching the

west. There is a curious statement at the outset that the company had official approval, and it may be

that the establishment of the San Francisco mint was felt to make the activities of the company un-

*A “F. P. Tracy” was among the passengers of the steamer Falcon, which sailed for California on May 27, 1849. See C. W.
Haskins, Argonauts of '49, p, 419.
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necessary. Tracy was one of the members of the California delegation to the Chicago convention of

the Republican party that in I860 nominated Lincoln; he then was engaged to stump the state of New
York for that candidate, and died Oct. 9, at Lowville. His death is recorded in the San Francisco

Alta and the Sacramento Union of Oaober 25, I860; his burial at Lynn, Mass., is noticed in the former

paper for Nov. 6, and there are notices of Frederick Palmer Tracy in the New England Historical and

Genealogical Register (XV, 90) and in Notable Speeches, edited by Wagner, San Francisco, 1902

(page 29). His change of profession was nothing unusual in the days of the pioneers, it should be

recalled, when men in a new community often did things of the kind, as of course they occasionally

do today. He was also elected an Alcalde.

We know that the company prepared machinery for coinage and actually shipped it from the

east. That its plans were elaborate is plain from the fact that we now know that it prepared at least

four pairs of dies, and possibly five or more. It was natural that some tests of dies should have

been made in the east in silver and copper, although these might have been made in the west to send

home to persons interested in the company. It would also not have been surprising if some tests

were made of gold in the east or in the west for the same purposes. But the fact one specimen was

turned in for assay (noticed as early as 1851!) and the existence of pieces in typical western gold

suggests that there was some coinage and a small amount even of circulation in the west. The vary-

ing weights may mean little, for it may have been the plan of the company to coin pieces of different

weights according to the assay of lots of gold obtained; only the amount of gold counted, not the

alloy present. It is of course obvious that the rarity of specimens has prevented anyone from assay-

ing specimens of the coins themselves, so that certainty on this point is hard to obtain.

There has also been remark that the date 1849 is odd, since a company organized in the east

in March might have trouble in getting started in active work in the west for many months. But the

dies made in the east would naturally be dated 1849, and even if others were made in the west, the

same date (that of the company’s organization in any case) might well have been continued.

In conclusion we may say that it now appears the plans of the Massachusetts and California

Company were decidedly even more elaborate than has formerly been supposed, and that although

many things about its activities remain uncertain, rather more evidence suggesting that it made some

coins after reaching California seems to exist than was formerly realized.
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NAZI ZINC FOR NETHERLAND SILVER
hy Joseph W. F. Stoppelman

(Mr. Stoppelmau is connected with the Netherlands Information Service in New York and an out-
standing authority on Dutch affairs. He is editor of "Netherland News", official Dutch government
publication. The following article, therefore, represents the most authoritative material obtainable and
commands special interest. Ed.)

On January 16, 1942 the Nazi overlords in the occupied Netherlands published a decree by
which all silver, bronze and copper coins in circulation were recalled. The small change was to be re-

placed with zinc coins of an entirely new pattern; as to the silver guilders and rijksdalders (2Vi guil-

der pieces) they would not come back at all. Paper money was to take their place.

Soon afterwards the zinc coins, ranging from one cent to one kwartje (quarter) were released

by the invaders. They constitute a dull-looking, unimpressive type of money, designed — without any

artistry — after sketches which were made by a friend of the Dutch Nazi head of the Netherlands

Bank, Meinoud M. Rost van Tonningen. This friend, who for a number of years was a collaborator of

Rost van Tonningen and whom he is wont to call "one of our most gifted artists”, drew his "inspira-

tion” mainly from Saxon and Frisian emblems.

The two-and-a-half cent piece, for instance, bears a Frisian emblem; two stylized swans as are

often seen at the top of Frisian farmhouse fronts. The swans are flanking a triangle, crowned by the

symbol of the sun, and a three-spouted cup in Tulip form with the word "Nederland” on either side

of it. Similarly, the ten cent piece shows a stylized picture of three Tulips, supposedly the symbol of

"strength and fertility for the people and soil.” The kwartje (quarter), on its reverse, shows a Vik-

ing ship, meaning to express the "age-old mariner’s spirit of the Dutch people,” according to the Nazi

explanation. Rost van Tonningen was particularly pleased with the representation which he described

as "a worthy Nordic emblem for a seafaring people of the Germanic race”.

The size of these pieces is as follows:

25 cents 26 mm
10 cents 22 mm
5 cents 18 mm

2V2 cents 20 mm
1 cent 17 mm

As soon as these coins were put into circulation, the Netherlands Government in London broad-

cast a statement over Radio Orange, the free Dutch radio, in which it urged the people to hide as much

as possible of their copper, nickel, and silver coins. "The obvious intention of the Nazi measure,” this

statement said, "is not to remove the coin scarcity which has made itself felt in the Netherlands but

to appropriate the valuable quantities of copper, nickel and silver which went into the making of the

old coinage. Everybody keeping his coins may rest assured,” the government declaration concluded,

"that this money will be valid currency again immediately after the liberation of the Netherlands.”

During the next year and a half the Nazis tried in vain to get hold of the coveted coinage —
but their eflForts failed dismally. According to information recently received by the Netherlands au-

thorities, only the following very small percentages of coins in circulation before the Nazi decree of

January, 1942 were surrendered:
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Silver: Rijksdaalders (234-guilder pieces) 1-1/3%

Guilders —5%
Half-guilders - 4%
Kwartjes (quarters) -2143^

Dubbelt
j
es -•434%

Nickel: Stuivers (5 cent pieces) 734

Bronze: Half-stuivers (234 cent pieces) -..14%

Cents -..9%

On several occasions patriotic Netherlanders have been severely punished by the Germans because

they had "hoarded” the silver, bronze or copper coins of preinvasion issues. In many cases where the

accused were Jews, the death penalty was asked and the victims shot immediately after trial.

Meanwhile the inventive Hollanders discovered another way of sabotaging the Nazi-introduced

coinage. Taking advantage of the soft quality of the zinc, they are scratching the most unflattering but

heartfelt remarks about the German tyrants and their shameless pillaging on the surface of this

worthless "New Order” money.

AN ABORTIVE ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH

A MEXICAN MINT IN SAN FRANCISCO

by A. F. Pradeau

Americans, particularly Californians, will be interested in learning that Mexico once considered

establishing a branch mint in San Francisco, California.

For centuries Mexican pieces-of-eight or pesos have been the ofl&cial medium of exchange in

China, but the shipments of coined silver from the Mexico City mint to the distant Orient seldom

reached their destination without mishap.

The first phase of the long journey from Mexico City to the port of embarkation on the Pacific

Coast over mountain trails was so precipitous that, often, one or more of the pack animals forming the

convoy lost footing and crashed to the bottom of the canyon. There were streams to cross, which,

during the rainy season were so swelled as to cause the rutive barges or rafts to overturn; and lastly,

there were occasional hand to hand encounters with marauding bands, which from 1810 to 1870 in-

creased in frequency.

The second phase of the journey was the sea voyage begun usually from the port of Acapulco,

or, less frequently, the port of San Bias. During the Spanish-Colonial period the Philippine galleons

were employed and the stories of how buccaneers and corsairs waited to loot them are traditional.

Until comparatively recent times the long voyage was always risky, for the Pacific Ocean was either

stormy or extremely calm. In the first instance, if the sailing vessels were sturdy enough and the wind

was favorable the voyage was completed in record time, otherwise the ship was thrown off its course;

in the second, the windless expanse of the Pacific becalmed the vessel, which drifted at the mercy of

the currents, delaying the voyage and increasing the menace of the dreaded scurvy.

Prior to the Mexican War, 1846-1848, there was no port of sufficient importance on the long

Mexican West Coast to be selected as a site for a branch mint. From 1810 on, various branch mints
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had been opened in Mexico, but these were located so far inland as to make them, as far as the coinage

for China was concerned, about as inaccessible as the parent mint at Mexico City.

With the discovery of gold in California in January 1848, San Francisco became a flourishing

city which, by 1851, according to Eckfeldt and DuBois, had fourteen private minting enterprises.

This opportune situation prompted an adventurous New Yorker to concoct a scheme whereby

Mexican silver pesos would be coined in San Francisco and shipped from there to China. Apparently

tlie fact that California, by virtue of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of February 2, 1848, was part

of the United States, was not considered an obstacle, at any rate, not an insurmountable one.

William Montgomery Churchwell, desirous of taking a trip from New York to Mexico City,

thought of a plan that would pay his expenses. Therefore, on February 4, 1861, he wrote to Messrs.

Duncan, Sherman & Co., also of New York, proposing to them that if they would pay him $500 he

would go to Mexico City and obtain a concession giving them the exclusive right to coin Mexican pesos

in California for shipment to China, thus effecting a considerable saving in transportation costs to the

Mexican government and the traders. It is likely that Churchwell also took into consideration that

Mexican coinage was in circulation in the south-west of the United States in spite of the Act of Con-

gress of February 21, 1857. Although unfortunately the reply given Churchwell by Duncan, Sherman

& Co. is not known to be preserved, nevertheless, they must have given him tacit permission to pro-

ceed, because, the following April, Churchwell returned to New York with an undated contract having

the following clauses:

1. The Mexican government grants to Duncan, Sherman & Co. and to William M. Church-

well, their heirs or transferees, the exclusive right of coining in San Francisco, California, silver

pesos, similar in design and of the same weight and fineness as those issued by the government

mints of Mexico.

2. This concession shall be for a period of 20 years counting from the date coining starts,

provided that date does not exceed nine months from the day this contract is signed.

3. Should the government of Mexico desire to prolong the life of this contract, the holders

of this concession shall have the right of preference, on equal basis, over other applicants.

4. The concessionaires shall pay to the Mexican government as seignorage 1% of the

amounts coined during the first fourteen years, and for the remaining six years lVi%.

5. The Mexican government retains the right to appoint two superintendent-assayers

whose duty shall be to see that the coinage issued meets the requirements stipulated in Article 1

of this grant. The salary of the head assayer ($4,000) and that of his assistant ($3,000), in

addition to their traveling expenses, shall be paid by the concessionaires.

6. Should any differences arise they shall be settled by arbitration, in which case, each

contracting party shall appoint a representative. In case of dissension of the two appointees

they shall choose a third disinterested party whose decision must be final. All arbitration shall

be conducted in the City of Mexico.

7. As a token of good faith the concessionaires shall deposit either in London or New
York, with a banking firm selected by the Mexican government, $100,000 in Mexican bonds.

8. Should the company be unwilling to submit to arbitration any disputed question

within 90 days after due notification, the bond mentioned in Article 7 shall be forfeited and,

automatically, the contract cancelled.

9. The concessionaires obligate themselves to pay certain notes not to exceed $20,000,

issued by D. Ignacio Galindo. As an alternative, this amount may be deposited with the Mexican

Legation in Washington within 60 days after the acceptance of this document. This indebtedness

to be considered an advance reimbursable out of the coinage revenue stipulated in Article 4.
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10. After the first year of operation the concessionaires shall pay in advance the quarterly

payroll of the Mexican legations in the United States and Great Britain. The amount of these

advances is to be deducted from the seignorage revenue. Should there be a surplus, it shall be

delivered to the National Treasury of Mexico.

This document was properly notarized and registered as a duly executed contract in Mexico City,

March 23, 1861.

It is surmised that Churchwell had been sincere in his promise to procure for the New York
concern alone the contract here translated, but having obtained the acquiescence of the Mexican Gov-
ernment and realizing the possibilities for enormous profits, he had his name included as joint benefic-

iary (Article 1).

At about the same time that Churchwell was presenting the above undated contract to Duncan,
Sherman & Co. in New York City, the Mexican Minister to the United States, Don Matias Romero,
received from the Secretary of Foreign Relations of Mexico, a copy of the document. Romero, assum-
ing that the contract had been signed and ratified by Congress proceeded on July 1, 1861 to make
written demand upon Duncan, Sherman & Co.

To his utter amazement the Mexican diplomat received a curt reply from the New York firm,

dated July 8th which in essance had this to say: (1) that Mr. Churchwell had not been empowered
to act in its behalf; (2) that his scheme as presented to them on February 4th had been to obtain

a concession giving the firm the exclusive right and not jointly with him; (3) that the terms of the

grant were so onerous to the firm as to be considered by it not only absurd but unacceptable.

The Mexican Minister made these facts known to the Foreign Secretary of Mexico and com-
plained — justly enough — that he had not been thoroughly informed of what had transpired. It

was not xmtil September 24, 1861, that the Mexican Legation was informed that the Churchwell con-

tract had been ordered held in abeyance by the Mexican Congress on May 12, 1861, and repudiated

the early part of September 1861. Thus ended an episode that might have resulted in the inclusion

of San Francisco among the mint cities of the Mexican Republic.*

"ANNUS L ARGUS"
A Roman Bronze Seal with a New Year Greeting

by Adrian Walton Zorgniotti

The bronze stamp or seal here illustrated was excavated at Gadoni, Sardinia, in 1899, and has

been mentioned by Professor Taramelli* in the Sardinian Historical Archives for 1905. The illustra-

tion is made from the unique original, now in possession of the writer’s family. It may be described

as follows:

Obv, ANNVS ^ LARGUS (i.e. "A prosperous Year!”) retrograde, within a depression.

Rev. Blank.

Cast Bronze, 35 x 58 mm, weight 83 grams. The piece is of good workmanship.

Seals of this type are said to have been used by the Romans to stamp clay vessels destined to

hold wheat or other grains to be used as offerings at the Kalends of January (New Year’s), as a
Washington, 1860-1861, Mexico, 1870, pages 455f, 460£. 789f. 824, 827, 862,
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Obverse of the Seal

Reverse of the Seal

Obverse, reversed

ANNUS LARGUS”
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good omen for a fruitful or prosperous year. Metal stamps of a similar kind were certainly used to

make impressions on clay; we find many instances of them being used to inscribe the bricks manu-

factured by the Roman army for military purposes, and they were also used to mark the name of the

factory making them on the bottoms of clay lamps (lucernae). It is of course not absolutely certain

that metal stamps were not occasionally used for other purposes.

A good many suggestions have been made about the use of metal stamps of this kind; it may

be pointed out that they could have been applied to lumps of dough in the production of cakes, on

which a New Year’s wish would be highly appropriate. The suggestion has also been made that the

Romans had some rudimentary ideas of printing, and used stamps with a name for some such purpose

as signingletters**. Now there is a little information about the production of Varro’s Imagines, a book

of notes on famous men with portraits, that does suggest the Romans had some method of making what

are technically called repeats of pictures on papyrus or vellum. But this may have been something

more in the nature of a stencil, and in any case nothing whatsoever of the process in known. It is known

that although seals existed for thousands of years we have no specimens of printing designs on cloth

until the Coptic era in Egypt so far as the western world is concerned; the idea of applying ink by

means of a stamp, or colored dye of any kind, seems to have come very slowly, although there is

reason to believe something of the kind was known to the Chinese by the time of the Roman Empire.

In any case, for any kind of printing so high a relief in the stamp would seem unnecessary, and it

is safer to assume that our piece is more in the nature of a seal, though the material upon which it

was to be impressed was less necessarily wax or lead than clay or even dough, since there was little

reason for permanence in the case of something inscribed with the equivalent of “Happy New Year.”

Strictly speaking of course the piece is not numismatic, but the kinship of seals stamps of this

kind, and coin dies is so dose that we feel justified in publishing this article, in the Numismatic Review,

which also wishes its readers "Annus Largus!”

THE SPANISH GOLD TREASURE OF EL MESUNO
by C. S. Wilcox

According to the National Bank Review of Bogota, Colombia*, of November 1936, men work-

ing along the right bank of the Magdalena river at a river-bend known as El Mesuno, near the dty

of Honda, discovered a hoard of gold coins.

Honda, or more properly, San Bartolomeo de Honda, in the province of Tolima, is situated

at the confluence of the Guali and Magdalena rivers. It dates back to the beginning of the 17th

century and has been one of the important centres of traffic in South America, being only 67 miles

from Bogota, the capital. It was almost destroyed by earthquake in 1808*. It is familiar to stamp

collectors for provisional issues, and is the birthplace of the present President of Colombia, Dr. Al-

fonso Lopez.

^Archivio Storico Sardo, Vol.l,p.l20.

* C. Mortimer, The Description eif oh AntiQue Metal Stamp, etc. Extr. from Phil Transactions of the Royal Academy, 1741.

*Revista del Banco de la RepnbUca, BogotA, Colombia, Nov. 1936, p.38S.

^Encyclopaedia Britannica, lltb ed., voL XIII, p.648.
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AH the coins found are double Escudos of Philip IV, dated around 1635, minted at Bogota,

chough they were at first erroneously assigned to the reign of Philip II. The Banco de la Republica

acquired part of the find for the National Collection and iUustrated six specimens; the hoard was

then estimated to represent a value of over $15,000 (Colombian Pesos).

The Coin Collector’s Journal of June 1937 contains a rather brief account of the find and does

not add materially to the information published by the National Bank Review of Colombia. How-

ever, it calls to attention the fact that Philip IP death occurred in 1598 — thus establishing the error

of the earlier assignment.’

Part of the hoard — at least 40 specimens — came to the United States. One piece each is

ov.ned by a well-known St. Louis and a New York collector: 19 pieces are in the hands of a Toronto

collector, and the 19 specimens, which primarily form the base for this article, were brought to this

country by the writer himself. A similar coin is in the American Numismatic Society, whether from

the hoard or not is uncertain.

The coins themselves are closely modeled after Spanish pieces of the period, except that the

mint mark for the newly-established Bogota mint, N R A, was added to the design. The coins will

be described in detail later, but the 2 Escudo piece described byHeiss** and Vidal Quadrat seems to

have been published from a wax impression of a poorly preserved coin very similar to those in the find.

The drawing is too imperfect for certainty on the point.

According to the account given by a local Padre at the church in Honda, a man who seemed

to have been engaged in the study of local history for many years, the coins would have been struck

under Don Sancho Giron, Marquess of Sofraga, who was Viceroy of New Granada when the coins

were minted. The Santa Fe de Bogota mint having been established in 1622 by Don Juan de Borja,

who is said to have conceived the idea that the coinage of New Granada should be of the same specie

and design as that of the mother country, these coins were mostly stored in the Viceregal money

chests and not intended for wholesale circulation.

The existance of this fairly large number of crude but apparently uncirculated specimens certain-

ly suggests that they were preserved at the time.

There are many gold mines around Bogota and the metal would have been easily accessible.

How the treasure got to the location where it was excavated, is another point of interest. Un-

doubtedly it formed part, or was in itself, a shipment of gold specie from the mint at Bogota to the

port of Cartagena, where Spanish galleons annually picked up the shipments of treasure destined for

Spain.

The buccaneers were just beginning to gather on the islands of the Garribbean about 1635 and

the point where this treasure was found is too far inland for the treasure to have been intercepted

by any of the sea roving expeditions at so early a date.

It is much more likely to assume that the shipment, while in transport down river through the

rapids by small boat or canoe, was wrecked and lost.

• Coin Coll. Journal, June 1937.

*Heiss. A. Vol. 1, p.l7S. Pl.34,6.

'‘Vidal Quadras, # 8466.
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As to the time of the hoard’s disappearance, we have little definite information. Tradition at

Honda, where people have been looking for this hoard for generations, has it that it was as late as

1819. During the last days of August of that year Viceroy Samano abandoned the capital of Bogota,

having received word of Bolivar’s victories in Boyaca and the proximity of the Liberator’s armies. The

Viceroy fled and arriving at the river port of Bodegas de Bogota, where the only means of transport-

ation consisted of large canoes, he is said to have hurried the gold (and jewelry as well as other valu-

ables). His death occurred soon afterwards and the location of the treasure was lost. A commission

was sent from Spain to search for the buried treasure but it did not meet with success.

Local tradition, while sometimes exaggerated or distorted, usually has some reliable basis, and

while we have no definite proof of the absolute accuracy of the above account, there is no reason to

doubt much of it, either. Our knowledge, such as it is, stems from local church archives, the only

source of written testimony under the circumstances.

The 19 coins brought to the United States by the writer show at least four distinct varieties

of die-work, and possibly more. The extreme crudeness of the work makes the determination of

minor variations somewhat difficult.

The coins may be described as follows:

Philip IV. 2 Escudos 1635 struck at Santa Fe de Bogota. Average size: 20-22 mm. Average

weight: 6,75 grams.

Obverse: Crowned shield, consisting of the arms of Castille-Leon, Aragon-Sicily, Granada,

Austria, the two Burgimdies, Branbant, Flanders and Tyrol — the later two within a small shield

superimposed on the lower third of the shield. Below the shield is a pomegranate, representing

the Nuevo Reyno de Granada.

To the left of the shield are the letters, N.R.A. (Nuevo Reyno Americano) and the value .11.

(Two Escudos) is on the tight. The legend reads .PHILIPPVS.IIII.D.G. (Philip IV by the Grace of

God). The edge has a pearl border of rough design.

Reverse: The Cross of Jerusalem, four lys in the quarters, within two four-lobed borders, with

pellets in the four corners. The legend reads. .HISPANIARUM.REX.1635. (King of Spain, 1635).

Variations of die-work:

No. 1. Obv, The superimposed shield is of medium size, Rx. The annulets in the corners

of the lobes are very large.

No. 2. Obv. The superimposed shield is small. Rx. The annulets are as before.

No. 3. Obv. 'The superimposed shield is very large. Rx. The annulets are small.

No. 4. Obv. The superimposed shield is medium size as in No. 1. Rx. The annulets are

fairly large and have central dots,

'The help of a well-known specialist in tliis series, who prefers to remain anonymous, and of

Mr. H. Holzer, in arranging the material is acknowledged with thanks.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Messrs. Stack, the publishers of NUMISMATIC REVIEW, after careful consider-

ation, have decided to publish certain important works, the release of which would

substantially contribute to the knowledge of the student as well as the convenience of

the collector. These books will be published from time to time, as occasion arises, and

will be available to subscribers of NUMISMATIC REVIEW at specially reduced rates.

To be released in 1944:

"UNITED STATES COPPER CENTS"
1816-1857

By Howard R. Newcomb
Over 300 pages, with plates — the result of the study of a lifetime.

'CHINESE IMPERIAL NAMES"
A Finding List of Era and Personal Names on Chinese Imperial Coins.

By Howard D. Gibbs

and several other important compendia.

THE PUBLISHERS OF NUMISMATIC REVIEW
JOSEPH B. STACK
MORTON M. STACK

AN APPARENTLY UNRECORDED COIN OF SARDINIA, 1812

by T. Aelius Olybrius

In the Corpus Nummorum Italicorum all known varieties of Italian coins of the mediaeval and

modern periods are described with great minuteness, record being made of pieces showing even minor

differences of punctuation. Naturally, for the older periods, when practically every die in some series

seems to have been more or less intentionally varied for identification of exact issue by the authorities,

or perhaps occasionally for mere love of variety, pieces showing unrecorded variants may be found.

But it is rather unexpected that a 19th Century issue with an error in the lettering of the inscription

should turn up which had escaped notice in the issues of the House of Savoy itself, for the Corpus

is compiled under the direction of a member of that house.

The "new” coin is a reale in base silver, struck for use in Sardinia at the City of Cagliari in

that island, by Victor Emanuel I, King from 1802 to 1821. It is a variant of the two coins described

in C.N.L, ii, 476, nos. 1 ff, and illustrated Plate XLIV, 15; closest in design to nos. 1 and 2,

Obv. VIC.EM.D.G.REX.SAR.CIP.ET lER and below 1812. Crude head of the king to right.

(Note there are no periods after ET and lER).

Rev. DVX.SAB.ET.MONTISFER.PRIC.PED. Arms of regular types; crown without fillets, and

the head of the eagle to left (to right heraldically). Note that PRIC should be PRINC; this is an

actual error in the form of abbreviation at this period. Reale, Silver (base), 23 mm. Dies upset.

The periods in the inscriptions as recorded above are all centered, not at the lower line of the letters.

The borders are dotted, on both sides. The piece is in fine condition and all details plain.
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THE ADMIRAL DEWEY PLAQUE BY GORHAM

by William S. Dewey

Several years ago a rather large plaque of Admiral George Dewey appeared and the writer

was fortunate enough to obtain it. The acquisition of this unusual specimen ended a long and dili-

gent search for one of the most elusive piece in the series of Dewey medallions. As the sole guide

in the quest for this item, reliance had to be placed in Dr. Malcolm Storer's Naval Medals in the

Spanish-American War” (1922) wherein he had included the following entry under the caption "Ad-

ditional medals of Dewey of which I lack description”:

No. 107. Plaque by Gorham Co. DEWEY U.S.N. Figure facing, by Kelly. 185x110 mm.

It did not require much imagination to recognize in that unimpressive and condensed descrip-

tion a specimen of no ordinary merit. Three factors indicating especial distinction were immediately

evident to the medallist. In the first place, its fabrication by the old Gorham Company of New York

City practically assured unsurpassed quality of workmanship. Secondly, its execution by James Edward

Kelly, one of the foremost artists of the later 19th century, suggested excellence of design. Finally,

its implied rarity, based on Dr. Storer’s inability to acquire a specimen for study throughout the long

years of his work in this special field, aroused curiosity concerning its distribution.

After the success at Manila Bay, clamor rose up for personal momentos of the Admiral.
The merchants of the period climbed to new heights of mercantile ingenuity, and, from

an artistic standpoint at least, more frequently than not, in a most disastrous manner. But for-

tunately for lovers of art a few treasures were born out of this maelstrom of contemporary

Americana, and it is about one of these that we are concerned in this paper.

It makes very much difference in the finished product whether the artist works from true life,

from a portrait, or solely from memory or imagination. Since Admiral I>ewey was not available for

"life” portrayals until after his return to this country in September 1899, sculptors faced with the job

of preparing memorials of him, were obliged to work from pictures alone, or envision him in their

mind’s eye from recent descriptions. ’This initial handicap could only be overcome by the most talented

among their number.

Sculptor Kelly, when called upon to prepare a model of the Admiral for Gorham, sought out

the most satisfaaory portrait of his subject that was known to exist at the time, a photograph showing

the Admiral, then G)mmodore, in his most dignified composure. This study was published later in

the book "Life and Letters of Admiral Dewef’ by A. M. Dewey, in tlie Dewey Genealogy, and else-

where. The same picture was also used as model by other sailptors with widely varying results.

Secondly, if Kelly was in any sense hurried in the execution of his work we have little evidence

of it in the Gorham plaque, unless the irregular form of lettering reflects haste. But this can hardly

be the case, for the time required to prepare carefully executed geometric letters for so simple an in-

scription (eight letters) would surely be insignificant in comparison to that required for the entire

job. In addition there is strong evidence to indicate that this was deliberate, for we may observe that

his own signature and the date are more graphically perfect than the inscription, although many more

letters are involved. Furthermore, the rough lettering of the name has a quality of vigor which harmon-

izes with the design, and is almost certainly a matter of artistic choice.
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James Kelly was ideally qualified because of his remarkable reputation in the field of history.

His personal interest and special aptitude for the Dewey assignment are attested by the American En-

cyclopedia for 1937 which records the following details concerning his life and works:

"James Edward Kelly was an illustrator of books and magazines up to 1881. He then

devoted himself to sculpture, specializing in subject matter pertaining to the history of his country.

He became known by these works as the ’Sculptor of American History’. He accomplished many
important assignments through a very active life, including forty generals of the Civil War (Grant,

Sherman, Sheridan, etc.), and a series of the leading Admirals and Generals of Spanish War fame
(Dewey, Wheeler, Sampson, et al). All these bore witness to his skill and industry as a portrait

sculptor. His 'Washington at Valley Forge’ plaque on the Sub-Treasury Building in Wall Street

(1904) remains a memorial to him in the city of his birth.”

Few artists have succeeded in producing as faithful a portrait of Admiral Dewey as that which

Kelly derived. This memorial plaque, unadorned with the characteristic embellishments of the era, and

stripped of precision lettering, bears mute testimony to the fact that simplicity of design is fundamental

in the execution of effective art. The medallion in the writer’s cabinet was cast in solid bronze, measur-

ing 112 millimeters wide (not 110 as suggested by Storer), 185 millimeters high, and from 7 to 8 milli-

meters thick at the edge. The reverse is partially hollowed out to save metal and to reduce the weight.

On the obverse a portrait bust of Dewey facing, head half to right. He is wearing the imiform and

shoulder insignia of a Commodore which was his rank and title when the photograph used as the

model was taken. In tlie extreme upper left hand corner the date "May 1898” appears in small slop-

ing letters, either the month of the Manila Bay encounter or execution of the piece. In the field at

the left the artist has signed his name, "Kelly”. At the base of the bust, in two lines, the inscription

"DEWEY U. S. N.” appears in rough letters. All lettering is incuse. On the reverse Gorham & Co.

have stamped their trade name in minute letters near the center at the bottom.

Inquiry at the offices of the Gorham Company (now associated with Black & Starr) for informa-

tion pertaining to the history of this plaque has proven unfruitful, and we are reduced to scientific

guessing over the conditions of issue as a result. Thomas L. Elder, in his sale catalogue of Dec. 6,

1918, has the following to say about a specimen of the Gorham plaque which he at that time offered

at public auction:

"Very rare Dewey Plaque. Cost $15.00. First offered. A good piece of work and very rare.”

The writer has seen only one specimen in his experience with the subject, and knows of no

other. If the original price of these plaques at the time of issue was $15.00 as suggested, we may

be quite certain that the distribution was extremely limited.

There is another plaque extant which appears to have been copied from the Gorham plaque.

This item is, however, round, instead of rectangular, and the casting is quite crudely done by com-

parison. These pieces are rough in general appearance, and are completely void of any artistic merit

whatsoever. Specimens are reasonably plentiful.
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NEW LIGHT ON THE EARLIEST CURRENCY OF ROME
A bronze cast pecten shell and a fragment of a bronze bar, connected with

the earliest Roman coinage.

by Thomas Ollive Mabbott

The magnificent work of Haeberlin on Roman and Italian Aes Grave illustrated the material

available on this subject so thoroughly that very little new remains to be published in this field, although

on the side of theory a great deal perhaps remains to be done. It is however possible to illustrate and

discuss here two new pieces, one of a highly unusual and wholly unnoticed kind, so far as numismatists

are concerned, both of which may somewhat advance our knowledge of the beginnings of the heavy

bronze currency, and which also, we think, may to some degree suggest a reconciliation of apparently

divergent views on the subject of the purpose of some of the pieces which, standing at the turning

point between a medium of exchange in bronze specie by weight and a regular coinage (still of bronze

as specie) partake of the nature of both, but which we believe must be regarded as coins in essence.

1. The first piece is a cast pecten shell of bronze; the top of a real shell was probably

used to make the mold, or else the artist imitated one with great fidelity, and the reverse

is perfectly flat. Its diameter is roughly 35 x 33 mm. and its thickness at the highest point of

the shell is about 11 mm. The weight is 37.52 grammes. It came from an American dealer’s

stock and had apparently been taken for a sextans of a kind to be discussed below. The piece

shows some evidence of wear, as if it had been in circulation as a coin.

2. This is a small fragment of a rough bar of bronze, of a shape rather unusual. The

bar must originally have been about 70 mm. wide (twice the present width, and it seems to be

broken about in the middle), had a flat bottom, straight edge of about 7 mm. and then had a

convex top surface. This surface shows what seem to be the traces of some very rough marking,

something like a V. This does not fit with any of the similar designs shown by Haeberlin, and

the original shape of the bar (its length cannot be estimated in any satisfactory way) is rather

like half of a shape of which several pieces on Haeberlin’s plates 5 to 7 are examples.

The whole subject of the development of the bronze specie currency may be easily studied in

Haeberlin’s plates as well as in his text. We have some ancient information about heavy bronze in

the encyclopedic Natural History of Pliny the Elder. His chapter (13 of Book 33) is enough to con-

vince any numismatist that Pliny cared little for the coinage.

But when we say that this remarks must be taken with some reservation as they have been re-

cently by Mattingly, Robinson and others, we need not reject his statement that in earliest days in Rome

bronze by weight was the basis of currency, and for that reason "when a slave is sold the formality of

the use of a balance is still gone through.” Pliny had been a judge and he must have known about the

custom of his own day, and besides the statement that bronze went by weight is amply borne out by the

specimens that survive of bronze pieces that can only be explained as currency or as metal made into

convenient pieces for metal workers, and which to our mind are best explained if we at once admit that

both ideas are obviously right.

The earliest method of making bronze ingots was very primitive indeed; it is supposed that

the molten metal was run into piles of sand and took any shape that chance decreed. Next apparently

some shaping of the sand was attempted and the result is a more or less round ingot with flat top,

but rough lower surface. Such ingots apparently were fairly easily split up, and complete specimens
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are rarely met with. Our illustration is from a specimen owned by the publishers, and shows the stage

of this development well. The next stage is the casting of metal in regular forms, chiefly round or

rectangular. Haeberlin mentions discs of a plate like form, with a sort of raised rim. The next stage

is the casting of pieces with some form of ornamentation; it is this stage that to our mind is the

beginning of a real coinage, although some would prefer to call it only the highest stage of a special-

ized preparation of metal as a medium of exchange before regular coinage.

A coin is ordinarily defined as an object usually of metal marked by governmental authority
as a guarantee of weight or fineness to pass as currency. But in the case of any specie coinage
the piece will pass formally only by weight, in primitive times the authority may not always
be the government, and the marking if not for some useful purpose of another kind, must be to
some extent an indication to the eye of the general nature of the piece, which may be informally
taken without weighing on occasion.

That this was the case with bronze pieces in Italy is certain
; we do not need documents but a

very moderate knowledge of human nature to know that sometimes someone was able to buy some-
thing for a piece of bronze on its estimated value in the eyes of buyer and seller. (Gold coins passed
thus in our own century frequently in this country) . It must also be remembered that by say the 5th
Century or the 4th Century B.C., if the Romans and their closer neighbors did not use the regular
silver coinage of the Greeks and the other Italian mints, they probably were not wholly ignorant of the
idea of a coin. Yet they obviously went their own way and developed a coinage of their own kind
which they used for many years, and which we shall soon see is closely parallel to several other coin-

ages developed by people in a similar stage of culture in several places and several times, for we shall

show similarities in ancient China, in the modern Malay states, and in Olbia.

The next stage after rough marking and shaping of ingots is the careful shaping and marking,
and of course the next after that is the definite marking of value.

^JC^e do not think the markers of aes grave had any modern notion about a proper shape for
a coin. The fact that most coins are round, and that that is generally considered the most convenient
form, and the fact that Greek coins began by being at least roughly round give most modern west-
erners the notion that a coin ought to be of that shape. But square coins have almost always existed
in some part of the world as an aberrant form, and in certain parts of India square coins have been
preferred for centuries, although other and not greatly distant districts have at the very same time
been employing round coins. The point about the Latin culture is that (like the Chinese, the
Olbians and the Malays) they for a while had coins of several shapes.

Thus while we find large and a few small reaangular bars, we soon find normal round coins,
and we find one series, at least, with a club as obverse type, and a mark of value as reverse type,
which are definitely oval. For some reason the sextans of this series is the only one not very rare,
but almost every size of the oval series from the as or unit down seems to have existed, and may be

T” these pieces still passed by weight is strongly argued by the fact
t at a 1 inds, round, rectangular and oval, are occasionally found broken into pieces obviously in-
tentionally in ancient times, to provide small change.
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It is a bit hard to say how rare broken round coins are; they would be regarded as damaged

by modern finders, and only reach regular collectors by unusual chance; the fact that Haeberlin

does illustrate a few is argument enough for their existence, and it may be that it is less con-

venient to break a round piece and that the round pieces came latest and at a time when smaller

denominations were fairly commonly available. One of the rare oval pieces of large size is

definitely broken. And the rectangular bars — always greatly prized by modern collectors, and

thus preserved in any shape — originally usually of large size and easy from their shape to

break up, are perhaps more commonly found as fragments than are pieces of the round and oval

kinds.

Now let us return to our pecten shell, a piece which falls in surprisingly with much that we
had long suspected. Hadberlin knew of no such pecten shell, 'but he did know of something with

which it is to be associated. He published on his 5th Plate a series of bron2e knucklebones (^astragali)

which, he shows, seem to be cast from natural astr?gali, and which are found of varying weights and

sizes. Alone they meant very little indeed, even though it might have been observed that in one series

of round coins, we have as types of the uncia, on both sides a knucklebone; and the effect is that of a

knucklebone struck through the flan of the coin as a border. But in this very same series we find a

sextans in which pecten shells are treated in an exactly similar manner; the obverse showing the out-

side of theshell* *, the reverse representing the inside of a shell, which may be thought of as merely

surrounded by a border. Nor is this all; we actually have a sextans of still another series which has as

reverse an astragalos, and as obverse a pecten. Obviously the shell and the bone had close associations

with monetary types in the minds of the makers of aes grave. Indeed the pecten and knucklebone

occur very frequently as types especially of the sextans and uncia, with several other reverses, and we

have not now a single parallel but a double parallel, which is far more than twice as suggestive of an

explanation.

Now the question of the purpose of the cast astragali and pecten boils down to whether they

were primarily intended for circulation by the side of the primitive forms of aes grave (the bars, ingots

and even the earliest round coins) or whether they were primarily intended for some real or religious

use*. From the point of view of the special student of the Greeks and Romans the second explana-

tion will be an attractive one, and something is to be said for it. If consideration is given to the par-

allel coinages of baser metals treated as specie from the ancient and modern world, the monetary

explanation seems to us to have even more in its favor.

> Other pecten shells of course may exist in archeological collections, for they may have been taken for artifacts of a
religious nature (which to some extent they may be) or even as useful objects in some art of profession — although it is hard to
imagine what use could be suggested for them of a practical kind. They seem to be unknown to numismatists.

* Upon first sight our cast shell might be taken for a cut down sextans; however, not only is it clearly uniface, but is

fully as large in diameter as the sextans in question complete with flan, and it cannot have been cut from any known variety of
coin; besides which it shows no trace of being cut down upon close examination.

’ We repeat that the occasional religious use is accepted by the writer as probable. Coin types however are usually religi-

ous, and yet occasionally there is reason to believe the choice of a type may have been partly commercial, for everything one
might represent on a coin might have some relation to some divinity. Ridgway’s theory _of_ commercial origins will not do uni-
versally because some coin types are obviously entirely religious. Yet that does not mean his ideas were wholly wrong. The pecten
shell would certainly be a symbol of Venus and sacred to her; it is not so clear what religious connection

_
one can find for

astragali, but they were of course used in playing a game that may sometimes have been connected with divination. Children
seem to have played some such game before the statue of oriental Diana at Magnesia in Ionia, a scene represented on Imperial coins
of that town. Yet there is some reason to think that the Romans thought of coin types less exclusively from a religious point
of view than the Greeks; the tradition which for ^ood or ill Pliny recorded about the first type being of “cattle” (!) suggests people
did not think of the religious type but the possibly commercial, and under the Republic the historical type came in slowly but
surely on the silver money in a way to suggest that the Roman and Italian mind was not offended by allusions on the coinage
that had little direct reference to the gods.

Those acquainted with the complexity of ancient religious ideas will see in the astragalos an allusion to a masculine divinity

(such as Mercury) to accompany the shell which is connected with Venus. Not only would such symbols be connected with the
powers of nature, but also with increase and trade. In all mystic thought about numbers, the male number is one, the female two,
and the shell and the astragalo-s are connected with pieces of two and one uncia respectively.
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Shells have been used as currency among primitive people the world over; one need but think
of wampum and cowries. And if we have no direct reference to such a usage in early Italy it need
not

1^
thought of as impossible. Knucklebones were the ancient equivalent of marbles, and to this dav

marbles have among children a certain definite value, at least according to beauty and size in relation
to each other. Hie constant use of peclens on the sextans, of the astragalus on the uncia, certainly
su^ests that there may have ten a relabon of some kind of one sheU being worth two knucklebones!^d that the latter was some kind of unit of value in the natural state. We would not suggest tha*e cast imitation perten and astragaU had really definite value, for the bronze astragali va™ greatly
in weight. But we do *ink the sheU in metal suggested not only the idea of value and of^refigious
sanction but also of definite value as far as fineness was concerned.

*

It remains to p^t out briefly the parallels between the aes grave and the parallel coinages of

•T said of them. They illustrate of course not
influence, but Ae common way m which the human mind works at the same problem at the same
general stage of civilization.

^

First we have the andent currency of China. It begins with the drculation of certain usefulimplements at agreed rates of value, most notably with knives (for we think it unwise to go too deeply
into shapes which the origin is uncertain, but will point out the odd conventional shape of thepu com) and then with the manufacture of knives which are too fragile for actual use but only
useful for trade, and then proceeds to the issue of knife shaped pieces with marks indicating the
issuer. T^he knives continue and run parallel to other shapes; the round shape is also found, but does
not wholly replace the more curious forms for many centuries. No more reference than to the work
of Lacouperie or any other competent study of the coinage of ancient China will be necessary for this.

T^e closest parallel in point of time is the bronze coinage of Olbia. It includes huge round
pieces like the Roman dU, and cast dolphins without mark. The specimen of the large dolphin is illus-
trated in the Berlin Korpus but the descriptive text never appeared. However the piece is in the BritishMuseum and we have seen it. Dolphin shaped coins of small size inscribed on smooth reverses with

?.

”Aricho” and of later date are known. At the same time Olbia did adopt
a regular coinage. ^

In Egypt bronze was used as a specie currency, and the pieces are struck. They show little incommon with toe Roman issues, but they do include unusually large coins, none indeed nearly as large

oLo
^ coinage only recently discovered from the Hadramaut of about

2000 years ago though probably influenced chiefly by Egyptian coins, includes cast pieces that are
curiously like the rough cast bronze of the Romans and their allies.

c
Century Russia the ruble was occasionally struck in copper, a huge thick disc. TheSwedish plate money, while a kind of necessity issue, comes in even larger sizes. We cite it only toremind our readers again toat where we use base metal as specie, large coins are almost certain to result

b“;„ttZr « cask .a a two ounce wei.bc „u. Have
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AES RUDE

NATURAL SHELL AES SIGNATUM? NATURAL SHELL

BRONZE PECTEN SHELL

ROMAN BRONZE PECTEN SHELL AND A FRAGMENT OF A BRONZE BAR

(reduced)
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Last we come to the tin coinages of the Malay states. Here the base metal is the most convenient,

and coins have been made of it for generations. Many of them are conventional and being of very slight

intrinsic value are small enough. But huge round coins also exist, some weighing as much as a pound

—

the American Numismatic Society has an impressively large example. Besides this there are preserved

in the British Museum department of Ethnology some tin model crocodiles, said to have been a medium

of exchange. To our mind a medium of exchange marked with a type or formed into a type, must be

thought of as a coin. The cock shaped coins of Kedah are small models of the fowl, perched on from

one to four rings said to indicate the denomination. In a word, we may easily find parallels to all the

features of the Roman aes grave that have puzzled so many students who have examined the series by

itself.

To sum up our beliefs, we may say that we see in the development of the Roman bronze cur-

rency a regular succession of steps from barter to coin and that we regard coinage as beginning when

the pieces began to be marked; that is to say with the bars, the astragali and the pecten, which we do

not suppose were wholly immediately replaced by the more convenient round coins. We do think

that big coins and small ones were often consecrated.^ But we think that if the coinage is regarded

from a broad viewpoint, it must be felt that the bars, the huge round pieces, the oval pieces, the very

small bronze cast pieces and even the astragali must be regarded as a single thing, and that was pri-

marily monetary in purpose and use. We also suggest that in the choice of types, while religious signific-

ance may be always present, some consideration was given to commercial ideas by the makers of coins.

There is one more conclusion that may have already suggested itself to the reader. Pliny’s theory was

that the word for money, pecunia, came from pecus (cattle or livestock is the meaning intended) and

it has been thought the bulls and pigs on some of tlie bars had a connection with this. This bronze

shell and knucklebones may be small things, but taken together they do support the idea that the old

interpretation of the animal types had a good basis.'

A NEW VARIETY OF 1841 DIME
by Morton M. Stack

As can be seen from the illustration, the 1841 Dime figured shows the seated figure of Liberty

entirely without drapery at the shoulders. It is entirely different from the 1839 type of "no drapery.”

It will be seen that the figure is more definitely erect, and the head is more beautifully executed. This

trial piece, for such we think it must be, came from a proof set of 1841. Tire reverse is identical with

that found regularly in 1840. Although not mentioned by Adams and Woodin, the piece differs

enough in design from the regular coins of the year so that we feel in view of its rarity and artistic

variation that it was hardly intended for regular circulation. It is probable that the slightness of drapery

of Liberty was felt to be somewhat out of harmony with American feeling for tlie dignity of the figure,

and for that reason the design presumably was not adopted.

< Mattingly has argued that the elaborate types and the nature of the types of the bars combat Mr. Sydenham’s idea that
they were primarily votive tablets. The way they were found in a sacred spring seems a strong argument for their monetary
as well as their religious use; coins were regular objects for consecration. As to the idea that the pieces were too big to be used
as money, frankly we think that a matter of modern opinion. If large >um8 had to be weighed out when a large purchase was
made, five pound bricks need not have seemed too inconvenient: as a matter of fact the largest rectangular brick we have seen
is just about the right size to pick up in one hand and move. This is not the place to discuss the matter of the varied weight
standards, nor the correctness of Haeberlin’s association of particular bars with particular series of round coins.

® The two most important modern works on the series have of course been freely used in the foregoing article; they are
Ernst Justus Haeberlin, Aes Crave, das Schwergcld Roms und Mittelitaliens, Frankfort a.m., 1910, and Edwai-d A. Sydenham,
Aes Grave, London, 1926.
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NEW MEXICAN TWENTY CENTAVO PIECE

by A. F. Pradeau

The illustration shows a new bronze coin of the denomination of 20 Centavos, issued in Mexico

by presidential edict of August 3, 1943. It may be thus described;

Obverse Inscription above, ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS, Mexican Eagle to left,

beneath this a wreath of oak and laurel; the inner part of the border is a series of triangular dots.

Reverse The upper third presents the Arabic numeral 20, and between its figures a radi-

ated Phrygian ‘cap, upon the brim of which the word LIBERTAD appears; the mint mark is

found immediately below, O over M, indicating Mexico mint.
. , r. j

The middle third shows two volcanoes in the background: Popocatepetl on the lett, and

Ixtlaccihuatl on the right; on the foreground, the Pyramid of the Sun of Teotihuacan, with name

found inscribed at the foot of it.
. , , u • u* u

The lower third shows giant sahuaro cacti on the left and nopal leaves on the right, the

word CENTAVOS in between, and the date of mintage in exergue.

Bronze (an alloy of 95^0 copP«. 4% ainc, and 1% tin). 28.5 mm., weight 10 grama. Plain

VOODOO-SYMBOLS ON COINS OF HAITI

by Kurt A. Fisher

outstanding authority on tilings Haitian.)

In the year 11 of the Republic (1814) the president of the southern Mulatto republic, Alex-

ander Potion, issued billon coins of 25 and 12 centimes at his capital city, Port-au-Prince. On the

obverse there is the inscription REPUBLIQUE D’HAYTI AN XI (year 11) between two stars and

the value enclosed within a circle formed by a snake biting its tail. The reverse shows what inay be

considered the oldest representation of the republic’s coat-of-arms, a palm tree with three branAes on

either side, surmounted by a Phrygian cap of Liberty, and military trophies on the sides. In the fol-

lowing year, 1815, the 25 centimes piece was struck once more, but the date, year 12, appears in

Arabic figures rather than Roman, and the planchet is smaller. The coins are badly struck and the flan

often irregular as to size and width. In spite of a thorough search in local archives no documents

bearing on the place of minting have turned up, the respective documents having been destroyed by

fire in the course of one of the many revolutions in this country. The Executive Order of President

Petion alone survived.

The snake represents the voodoo god or "loa”, Damballah, the personification of strength

and power. The word itself is a contraction of the Dahomean words Dangb6-Allada, meaning Dangb^-

(snake-god) of Allada (referring to the great temple of the god at Somorne near Allada m Dahomey,

West Africa). Damballah-Ouedo is a variant of this divinity. The snake-god is the chief divinity of the

Rada or Arada people which they brought with them from Dahomey; Thursday is the day set aside for

his cult and he is, like all Voodoo gods, represented by a Catholic saint, St. Peter. (Service Petro or Peters

Cult). What then was the idea behind the use of the sacred Voodoo symbol on the money?
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VOODOO SYMBOLS ON COINS OF HAITI

NEW YEAR’S MONEY
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At that time, King Henry, the great Henry Christophe, ruled the northern part of the island

and under his iron fist there flourished a never-dreamt of civilization with palaces, castles, wealth and

order. In contrast, the south offered the traditional tropical picture. Christophe’s coins were of excel-

lent workmanship and soon circulated all over the island; to stem this flood of powerful political

propaganda. President Petion started issuing his own coins, harking back to the memory of Haiti's

first Emperor, Dessalines, as a sort of counter-balance to Henry’s tremendous prestige. Dessalines then

was a *’loa”i of the Service Petro and even today a special sword dance in his honor is part of the

ceremony.

The ceremonies in honor of Damballah are said to include music suggesting cannon and other

sounds of battle.

Connections between Damballah, symbol of power and strength, and the republic, as well as the

great influence wielded by the mighty Voodoo priests or papa-Iois all over the country, were the de-

termining factors that brought about the use of this symbol on coins.

Much more could be added to this, but it would go beyond the scope of this article, fascinat-

ing as it may be, to speculate on artistic uses of Voodoo Symbols.

NEW YEAR’S MONEY — AN OLD TRADITION
by Hans Holzer

The custom of using money as New Year’s gift seems universal and ancient; there is hardly a

people or country where at some time or other such a custom was not in use.

Occasionally, special money was made for this purpose, such as the Nuremberg gold series of

1700 or the Japanese chogin slabs. The Japanese pieces are especially signilicant, because of the great

importance attached to the First of the Year; on this day (Shogatsu no Ganjftsu), everybody remembers

everybody’s birthday and an exchange of gifts takes place (Toshidama). Old debts, incurred in the

course of the passing year, become null and void on January 1 and less respectable people used to skip

town in the old days, only to return on New Year’s day to congratulate their debtors with a polite smile.

These pieces usually are of inferior alloy and soon passed as change, though not primarily in-

tended as such.

However, it is not generally known that in recent years at least one country took up this old

practice and issued special New Year’s coins. The Austrian Republic, looking for new sources of

income for the mint, and at the same time bent on restoring the dignity of an old custom, started issu-

ing this series in 1936.

A few of the coins issued between 1936 and 1938 are illustrated, but there are some additional

varieties in existance.

In the following an attempt is made to give a list of the pieces issued, but minor varieties may

have escaped our knowledge.

’The Latin DIVUS, or Saint, might be a closer translation. Jacques Dessalines is a sort of demi-god in the train of Dam
ballah, whose papa-loi he had been in life.
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YEAR 1936

1. Chimney-sweeper walking 1., clover and date below, "I bring luck" (in German)

around, designer’s name J. PRINZ at r. Rx. Blank. Bronze, 22 mm.

2. Gnome, smiling, walking 1. with huge clover and mushroom; around, circle and "Good

luck for the new year!" in German. Rx. 1936 across center. Bronze, 22 mm.

YEAR 1937

3. Chimney-sweeper with ladder and clover, galloping 1. on a pig. "PROSIT NEUJAHR"
(Happy New Year). Rx. Horse-shoe. "You must keep me well and with care — I bring you

luck and good tidings” in German. Low grade silver (Neusilber), 22 mm.

4. Obv. similar, rx. blank. Low grade silver, approx. 12 mm. With loop for suspension.

5. Similar to No. 3, but bronze, 22 mm.

YEAR 1938

6. Chimney-sweeper running to r., holding a long glass and a ladder. "PROSIT NEUJAHR
1938” in Gothic script around. Rx. The same as obv. Bronze, 22 ram.

7. Similar, in low grade silver, 22 mm.

Among the above we are not too sure of the details in the case of no, 5 and 7, as we have no

specimen before us although we have seen them. The silver piece, large variety, sold for 30c, and the

small variety, used primarily for bracelets, for 20c; the coppers were to be had at 6c in all cases. If

this seems low enough, one must consider the purchasing power of the Austrian Schilling, worth 20c,

which was much higher than its equivalent in American money. The pieces sold rapidly and were

used for various purposes, gifts, pocket pieces, jewelry, etc. The symbols on the pieces deserve some

attention also and it is peculiar to find such a solemn establishment as the Vienna Mint going in for

popular fairy-characters, but this it did.

The chimney-sweeper, practically extinct in this country, is still alive in Europe and it is cus-

tomary to touch them at any given time, (not only New Year’s) if one happens to meet one in the

street. The reason for this extraordinary position of a certain trade can probably be found in the very

fact that his occupation, his always black-faced appearance and the oddity of his attire placed the chim-

ney-sweeper outside the regular, and thence the superstitious belief of the man s ability to dispense

Good Luck, Similar beliefs are held about hunchbacks. The four-leaf clover, because of its scarcity,

soon became a carrier of good tidings and a sort of amulet, but the mushroom seems to be harder to

trace, unless it is the fact that they grow deep in the woods at hard-to-find locations; they also may be

symbols of swift growth and increase. Finally, the pig is a baby-pig in all cases, to be sure, and it

seems that the rosy color of its skin, and also the fact that it symbolizes the "newly-born” year, are con-

sidered lucky. Pigs as good luck symbols are familiar here too, whatever the explanation. The gnomes

are connected with gold mining and lucky for that reason. Be all this as it may, the custom of having

special New Year’s medalets seems reasonable and should be taken up again — it’s excellent business

for the mint and contributes good cheers to our morale.
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
ENGLISH COINS By G, C. Brooke. Second Edition. London, 1942. Methuen & Co. 30

shillings (in England).

This is a reprint of a work first published in 1932, and very well known as a highly noeritorious

one on the scientific side, and one very useful to both collector and historian. Dr. Brooke was a

member of the Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum and had long devoted himself

to the study of the English coinage. His Catalogue of the Coins of the Norman Kings in the Museum
is a model of its kind, and one of the most distinguished books in a distinguished series.

The general study of the coinages of England in the mediaeval and modern periods, from

the arrival of the Saxons to the present day, is necessarily somewhats synoptic, if it is to be got

into one volume. Dr. Brooke performed his task with great care and amazing thoroughness, and

the only possible objection to the work would be that it is so crowded with facts that at times

it is hard reading. Yet the presentation of highly complicated matter is really clear, and with

this book anyone can collect and identify English coins unless he desires to specialize, and the

specialist will find in the bibliography a guide to the elaborate special studies which are needed,

and of which few men ever had such a command as Dr. Brooke, unless it be the gentleman to

whom the book is dedicated, his colleague Dr. Lawrence.

The coinage of England is peculiar, for the coinage was even in Anglo-Saxon times almost

without exception in the hands of the regal authority, though bearing the names of mint masters

and towns, and there is nothing comparable to the countless issues of petty noblemen, ecclesiastics

and civic authorities which we associate with the mediaeval and early modem periods in France,

Germany and Italy. True, in the Saxon period we do have a few coins of Archbishops, and of

Viking invaders. But from the time of the conquest except in the tumultuous reign of Stephen,

v/hen a few powerful nobels were bold enough to coin their own money, all English coins are

struck in the name of the King, though some rights of seignorage were granted to other authorities

on occasion, as to the Bishops of Durham.

The result of this is a great uniformity of the coinage in general, although there is great variety

in minor points. And it is also notable that as time passed the number of mints was greatly reduced,

and by the time of Richard I and John a tendenq' to conservatism led to the continuation of the name

of the previous king Henry. The distinction of the issues of those three monarchs is now possible,

and we can also now distinguish between the issues of the later Edwards and Henries, who rarely

helped us by adding their distinctive numeral. Such distinctions are by changes of type, or sometimes

merely of symbols and adjuncts to the types, and while the coins of the Saxon and Norman Kings might

at first seem the most complicated by reason of the number of varieties, it is in the later mediaeval period

that the greatest minuteness of study is needed.

The modern coinage of England needs little comment here
;
the last troublesome coinage was that

of Edward VI who began by striking in his father’s name. But the coins of the Civil War present

unusual variety, since tliere are many necessity issues, and a few siege pieces, mostly very rare. It need

hardly be added that a command of the coinage of England required careful work of many difficult

kinds. Dr. Brooke’s labors greatly advanced knowledge, and have made the way clearer and easy for

others. The work is a monumental one and can be recommended without reservations. M.
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THE NEW ENGLAND AND WILLOW 'FREE COINAGES OF MASSACHUSETTS. By

Sidney P. Noe, American Numismatic Society, Numismatic Notes and Monographs, no. 102. New
York, 1943.

Here we have another admirable work, very different in character from that last reviewed, for

it is a most complete and minute study of two of the most interesting series of the American colonial

coinage. Mr. Noe applies to the study of a modem coinage the excellent methods developed by nu-

mismatists in the field of ancient coins. The result is illuminating and we believe that the reception of

the new study will be deservedly enthusiastic. It is obviously only a beginning, and we hope we do

not break any confidence in saying that we know the author has in preparation a similar study of the

Oak Tree coinage. The illustrations are remarkably fine and the tracings which bring out minutiae of

the dies are a great credit to Mr. William Clark, who made them. In fact everything about this book

pleases us, and we know it has pleased special students and collectors of the series. This seems a good

opportunity to remark on something that we have long felt strongly; there is nothing fundamentally

different in the proper study of ancient and modern coinages, the same methods can and should be

applied to both. If there is a battle of the ancients and moderns in numismatics, this book certainly

is a strong indication that there is no valid reason for such a dispute. M.

KNICKERBOCKER WEEKLY, Sept. 6, 1943. This issue, on page 40, contains an account and

illustration of a newly-issued 10 Guilder bill, printed in Occupied Holland by the Nazis. It has as type

the portrait of one of Rembrandt’s figures from his painting. The Syndics.

The same issue also contains a reproduction of a Japanese Occupation bill from the September

issues of Numismatic Review. H.

ANCIENT COINS. An introduction to a fascinating hobby, by Paiul Pennington. Chicago,

Hewitt, 1943. 67 pp., illustrated. $1.50.

We acknowledge the receipt of a copy of this book, very shortly before our deadline for this

issue; too late for us to include any more than this notice, and to say that a review may appear in a

future number. The author’s enthusiasm for his subject is well known. H.

STUDY OF STATE CENTS PLANNED BY AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

According to a communication from Mr. Sidney P, Noe, an intensive study of the coinages

of several of the States, during the period following the Revolutionary War, is being made under

the auspices of the American Numismatic Society, with a view to the ultimate publication of the

results. It is common knowledge that many of these pieces have used the flans of earlier issues,

and a thorough study of such over-striking has never been made. A collector who is interested in

pieces in fine condition will have nothing to do with these over-strikes, for obvious reasons.

Sometimes, however, the fact that the flan has been used a second time is not immediately apparent.

This appeal, therefore, is directed to all interested in the colonial field, and is a request that they

carefully examine their cents of New Jersey, Connecticut, New York, Vermont, Fugios, etc., and

communicate their findings to the American Numismatic Society with an indication as to whether

they would be willing to loan their specimens for a limited time for photographic or other

recording. Only by making a cooperative effort can the necessary material and information be

obtained. The aid of our readers is earnestly requested and we feel sure the undertaking is worth

all efforts. Ed.
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NEW ISSUES FROM THE BATTLEFRONTS

ARGENTINA. A new brass 20 centavos 1942 has made its appearance. It is 21 nim in size,

has the bust of Liberty, the date, LIBERTAD, and an olive branch on the obverse; the reverse shows a

large 20 in the central third, a corn stalk in the left and bull’s head in the right third, symbolizing

the country’s main occupations, REPUBLICA ARGENTINA on top and CENTAVOS below. 'The edge

is milled.

AUSTRALIA. A 1942 Sixpence with the mint mark D has been seen.

CHILE. A bronze 20 centavos 1942, struck at Santiago, showing the bust of General Ber-

nardo O’Higgins, with his name underneath and REPUBLICA DE CHILE above. The reverse has

a large 20, the Santiago mint mark above, CENTAVOS and 1942 below, and a cartouche around three

sides. 'The size is 18 mm and the piece has a plain edge.

COLOMBIA. A bronze 5 centavos 1942, struck at Bogota, with the cap of liberty within wreath

and REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA 1942 around on the obverse, a large V, the mint mark B, CENTA-
VOS and a cornucopiae as well as two mulberry branches form the reverse design. Size, 21 mm; edge,

plain.

DUTCH WEST INDIES, the 1943 issues of the well-known 25 and 10 cents struck at Phil-

adelphia, and quite similar to the previous issues, are at hand.

ENGLAND. A 1943 Sixpence, part of the regular series embracing all values from halfcrown

down to farthing, has been received and proves that war-time England has no problem as far as its

coinage is concerned.

GERMANY. However, the Nazi have — and plenty of it. A zinc pfenning dated 1942, and

part of a series mentioned previously, has come to our attention. This particular piece has the mint

mark J for Hamburg.

ICELAND. The regular type 10 Aurar, dated 1942, has now been issued in zinc. The place

of mintage is not known, but could hardly have been anywhere else but in England.

INDIA. The new "safety edge’’ type halfrupee, dated 1942, has been received recently. These

are the only halfrupees now current. Brass 2, 1 and ^ Anna pieces dated 1943 are at hand also,

and are noteworthy particularly because of their odd shapes.

MOZAMBIQUE. This Portuguese possession is represented witli a bronze 10 centavos 1942,

similar to previous issues and part of the regular series of that Colony.

SWEDEN. This country has a new type of Krone, dated 1942, of silver, and similar to the 5

Kronor issue of 1935. The Obverse shows the king’s head, surrounded by GUSTAF V SVERIGES

KONUNG — MED FOLKET FOR FOSTERLANDET (with my people for the fatherland) and the

Stockholm mintmark below the truncation. *1116 reverse has the Swedish arms within chain, the date

1942 below and 1 — Kr. on the sides. The size is 25 mm and the edge is milled.

TUNISIA. A brass 50 centimes 1941, similar to earlier issues, has been received.
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TURKISH REPUBLIC. A new portrait has been added to the recent Turkish series, that of

President Ismet Inonu, who replaces the head of Kemal Ataturk on the Lira piece, 1940. The balance

of the design is similar to previous issues.

URUGUAY. A new 20 cent&imos silver, dated 1942 and struck at the mint of Santiago de

Chile, has come to our attention. The obverse has the head of Liberty and REPUBLICA ORIENTAL

DEL URUGUAY. 1942. On the reverse, there are four corn stalks and 20 Cts.
;
the mint mark of

Santiago is at the right. Size, 18 mm; edge, milled.

FROM NEAR AND FAR
THEY SHALL NOT PASS!

The new silvery-looking zinc-coated pennies no mare shall pass as dimes on the Third Avenue Railway Co. s

trolleys and buses.

The company, suffering some loss when people, either in confusion or with intent, attempted to ride for

one-tenth of a dime, has placed an inch-square magnet in each coin box, which attracts the steel beneath the zinc,

stopping the would-be dimes so the conductor can draw them back out. (N.Y. Post)

THE COPPER CENT HAS A COME-BACK

According to the N, Y. Times, the new copper penny, scheduled for production on Jan. 1, will contain

slightly less copper and a little more zinc than the traditional "copper.” Whereas the old coin was made of 95

per cent copper and 5 per cent zinc and tin. the new coin will contain 85 per cent to 90 per cent copper and 10

to 15 per cent zinc. It will weigh a little less than the standard bronze coin and will be similar in appearance.

The mint will use as a base for the new cent small-arms cartridge cases recovered by military authorities

from proving grounds, firing ranges and other training areas for troops. These cases contain 70 per cent coppet

and 30 per cent zinc, to which will be added enough virgin copper to bring the content up to the required amount.

The old cases will be melted at the Mint for use.

Due to a shortage of pennies, the 1943 zinc-coated steel penny will remain in circulation and continue to

annoy Mr. Average American until it becomes sufficiently discolored with use.

A DOUBLE-STRUCK 1941 DIME
Through the courtesy of Mr. Frank J.

Katen, of Milford, Conn, we are in a position to illustrate

a remarkable case of overstriking. The piece in question, a 1941 dime, is doublestruck, obverse oyer

obverse and reverse over reverse. The date appears twice, the word GOD can be seen on the truncation

of the head of Mercury and on the reverse the word UNITED is struck over AMERICA of the first

impression. The piece has been in circulation.

UNIFACE ROMAN SLUG ILLUSTRATED
The uniface follis of Maximinus Daza mentioned in our last issue (“Newly-discovered Egyptian

Counterfeiters’ Moulds’’) has now been obtained. The photograph suggests that there was apparently

no design on the reverse side of the piece and the marks of casting are plainly visible. The piece

measures 22 mni. Its condition unfortunately prevents absolute certainty. (H).
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DOUBLE-STRUCK 1941 DIME

SHANGHAI TELEPHONE SLUG DJIBOUTI

GANDHI (enlarged) LINIFACE ROMAN SLUG

FOUR-FREEDOMS MEDAL
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FIJI ISLANDS ISSUE PAPER PENNIES
Paper pennies are being printed in Fiji. There has been such a run on Government notes that

the 5/0 note had to be supplemented by 2-0 and 1-0 notes.

The stores in Suva completely denuded of copper coins, were allowed to print cardboard tokens

which are honoured in cash transactions. The post office gave halfpenny stamps in change for half-

pennies.

In New Guinea, the currency difficulties of Australian soldiers have been got over by importing

nearly 500,000 extra pounds of tobacco. Tobacco is still the main currency among the natives, and there

are twenty-sticks of it to the pound. One stick buys a bunch of bananas, or a pineapple, a dozen

sweet potatoes, or four yams, it is said. — Evening Citizen, London.

THE MARINES AT SHANGHAI
Through the courtesy of Mr. Topping, of Hollis, N. Y., we are illustrating a small brass token

of 5 cents, issued in 1940 by the Canteen of the 4th Marines to reduce the great need for small change

then prevalent in China. The piece reads "GOOD FOR 5c IN TRADE ONLY” on the obverse and

"FOURTH MARINES CLUB SHANGHAI 1940” on the reverse. Tokens of this type passed freely

because of the insufficient amount of minor coins available in the International Concession ;
even depart-

ment stores and caf6s issued such pieces.

A FRENCH TELEPHONE SLUG
An interesting telephone token has come to hand. It was issued by "P.T.T.” (Poste Telegraphe

Telephone) the French Postal Administration or Ministry of Communications. Designed by L. Razor,

whose name appears on the obverse of the piece, it has a coin-like appearance. The bust of Marianne

is surrounded by REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE 1937; on the reverse, there is TELEPHONES —
PUBLICS and, within a depression conforming to the slot, P.T.T. The metal is a nickel alloy, the size

is 18 mm and the edge is plain,

MAHATMA GANDHI AND CONEY ISLAND
Through the courtesy of its owner, Mr. Alphonse Storfer-Kimpolung, of New York City, we

are able to illustrate a remarkably amusing little token bearing the Mahatma's name and the date 1932.

The reverse has a coat of arms supported by lions. This token forms part of a series of souvenirs, made

in this country, and which "circulated” in such places as Coney Island and other spots where naive

tourists might fall for them. The piece is of bronze and measures 23 mm.

THE AWARD OF AIR MEDALS
WASHINGTON, Sept. 21—Award of l6l more Air Medals to officers and enlisted men of

the United States Army Thirteenth Air Force in the South Pacific, under command of Maj. Gen.

Nathan F. Twining, was announced today by the War Department. Four of the awards were posthumous

and three recipients were reported as missing in action. — N. Y. Times.
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A RARE COIN OF FRENCH SOMALILAND
The specimen here illustrated is in the colleaion of Mr. Topping, of Hollis, N. Y. It is a brass

50 centimes 1921 issued by the Chamer of Commerce of Djibouti, capital of French Somaliland, East

Africa. The obverse has a gazelle (okapi?) under a tree and the reverse shows the value in corn wreath.

At that period all French coins, both of Metropolitan France and the colonies, were issued by the

various Chambers of Commerce. Whether such pieces should be considered coins or tokens is very diffi-

cult to decide.

FOUR-FREEDOMS MEDAL ISSUED
The Society of Medalists has just announced a new silver medal, to be released shortly, commem-

orating the Four Freedoms. The medal, which is illustrated full size, has been designed by Carl L.

Schmitz, the noted sculptor, who is also responsible for such well-known pieces as the Delaware Cen-

tennial Half Dollar and the Artists-for-Victory medal. The medal may be described as follows:

The obverse interprets Freedom of Speech and Religion. In the background, in colonial

dress, a speaker addresses an assembly. One of the listeners has his hand raised in disagreement.

In the foreground, in modern dress, a man and a woman kneel in worship.

Freedom from Want and Fear are shown on the reverse. The farmer, as the mainstay of

the nation, symbolizes abundance of life. The wheat the farmer holds, forms a canopy over the

mother and child in the foreground who portray Freedom from Fear.

NEW AND RECENT ISSUES OF FOREIGN PAPER MONEY
JAPAN.

Through the courtesy of Lt. O. J. Norgaard, of Omaha, Neb., we have been able to examine two specimens

of recent Japanese paper money. The first is part of the "Invasion money” series, a shilling bill, of small size,

apparently issued for the South West Pacific Area. It has the value and OA (twice) overprinted and the value

four times in the corner as part of the design. A seal is at the left and a beachscape on the right. The lower

rim has, in seal characters, the inscription "Dai Nipponteikoku Matsungoto” (IMPERIAL Japanese Government)

but the English version above reads just THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT with omission of the word IMPERIAL
—a masterpiece of two-faced politics. On the back of the bill is an ornamental design and the value repeated

twice. The bill is violet and has no watermark.

The second banknote is a regular Japanese 50 Sen bill issued in the 13th year of Showa (1938). It has

a picture of Mt. Fuji on one side and a hexagram on the other as principal design, but the main point of interest

is the double dating of the bill, Showa 13 and Kigen 2598, which is the nationalistic era from the mythical found-

ation of the country by Jimmu Tenno in 660 B.C.

ITALY.

From Italy we received one of the new AMG bills of 50 Lire. The bill is part of a series of several values

and has the value as well as the words ISSUED IN ITALY, serial numbers, etc. overprinted on earlier-prepared

dununies. It is noted that not a single Italian word appears on the bill as this series are for the use of soldiers

in the Allied Armies only and not a regular Italian currency in any way.
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ALLIED MILITARY CURRENCY
ISSUED IN ITALY FOR

MILITARY USE.

(reduced)
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GREAT BRITAIN.

A specimen, from circulation, of the British Military Currency issued chiefly for the invasion of North Africa

sometime ago, has been received. It is a 1 shilling bill, white and violet, showing a lion on a crown within an

ornamental frame, the value in figures and words and ISSUED BY THE BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITY on

top; the value also appears on die back.

EGYPT.

Egyptian Currency Notes of 10 and 5 Piastres, of small size, showing the temple of Luxor and the Great

Mosque at Cairo, respectively; the reverse has the value and EGYPTIAN CURRENCY NOTE. They were printed

by Survey of Egypt.

MOZAMBIQUE.

Banknotes issued in the name of the Portuguese Overseas National Bank (Banco Nacional Ultamarino)

under the date of September 1, 1941. The 5 and 1 Escudo bills are very colorful and well-executed with the

portrait of de Oliveira Chamico and the Bank’s seal flanking the value; Fortuna is seen on the reverse side of the

notes. The name of the Colony was overprinted in red ink and the date in black ink, obviously to make the forms,

printed by Bradbury of London, serve for any possession. The 50 centavos bill, of minute size, but issued at

Lourenzo Marques, has the Colonial arms on one side and the Portuguese arms on the other side. However, it

is interesting to note that on the bills issued from Lisbon the country is styled a “province” w'hereas in the colony

it is called a "colonia” — and both have the same date of issue.

SURINAM.

A set of three colorful bills has been received from the Dutch possessions in the West Indies and South

America. They comprise the 2 \^ Gulden (Guilder) red, issue of Sept. 1941 — 1 Gulden white, issue of April

30, 1942 — and 50 cents orange, issue of October 30, 1940. All notes were issued at Paramaribo in the name of

the Surinaamsche Bank and are the work of the American Banknote Company.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Collectors are invited to submit queries free of charge, or discuss numismatic material of a

theoretical nature. If a stamped envelope is enclosed we will answer directly to the best of our ability.

Questions of sufficient interest will be inserted in this column. Where possible we will supply inform-

ation on rarity, but not on prices. It must also be remembered, we are not omniscient. Anonymous

letters must be disregarded.—The Editors.

Why is the Russian "Gangut” Rouble of 1912 so called. Where is Gangut? A.J.

Gangut is the Russian version of "Hangoe head", the Hangoe peninsula of Russo-Finnish

War fame. This strategic point ivas the location of a most important battle icon by Peter the Great's

Navy.

Numismatic Review is now available in Paraguay and Argentina. Our representative is Rstudio Filatelico Paragiiayo, Coronel

Bogado (F.C.C.P.), Paraguay.
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CORRECTIONS

1 wish to call your attention to two oversights in your first and second issue. In vol. 1 No. 1,

on page 20 Mr. May states that Mr. Brenner never cut his own dies. However, Mr. Brenner himself

(in his work The Art of the Medal, page 4) states that he did and is seen doing it in the accompanying

illustration.

Vol 1 No 2 omits the Distinguished Service Cross in the table of Army awards on page 7.

’

L. Werner

Certain conjectures about Australian mint marks in our last issue

corrected; “D” stands for Denver and “S” for San Francisco, where

Australian Government. (Ed.)

(by O. San Rocco) are now to be

these coins were struck for the

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The editors are to be consulted by appointment only. We cannot be responsible for the loss

or damage of unsolicited manuscripts, but all reasonable care will be taken of them. Articles should
^

typewritten and double spaced. The identity of writers of articles signed with pseudonyms must be

known to the editors. The right to make slight stylistic changes is reserved, and except under special

circumstances proofs cannot be furnished to authors because of war conditions. There is no censorship

of opinion expressed by authors; provided some arguments of weights are presented for a novel theory,

we are willing to print it, although publication of a view does not mean that the editors necessarily

aeree with it Highly tenuous suggestions without substantial new evidence will be printed in the query

columns if they seem to be of sufficient interest; all allusions to religion and politics of out own times

are avoided when of a kind that might offend any reader. Acceptance or rejection of all articles res s

finally with' the editor. Mr. Gibbs’ Quaint and Curious Moneys, Mr. J. B. Stack’s "Collectors Beware.

and the Ust of Coins of Regalian, will appear in later issues. — The Editors.

FROM THE PUBLISHERS. The firm of Stack’s acts as owner, and distributor of the magazine;

T B Stack and Morton M. Stack are the publishers. THE CURRENT RATE IS |7.00 a YEAR OR

$2.50 A COPY, BUT ALL CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS, CHARTER RATE SUBSCRIBERS, IN

SHORT, ALL THOSE WHOSE SUBSCRIPTIONS WERE RECEIVED BEFORE AUGUST 20, 1943,

WILL CONTINUE TO PAY THE RENEWAL-RATE OF $4.00 A YEAR.

FELICITATIONS RECEIVED

We wish to acknowledge felicitations and good wishes as well as appreciations of our work re

ceived from the following;

A. A. Hammett, San Antonio, Texas. Harold Mattingly Esq., London.

Sir George F. Hill, Beaconsfield, England. Lt. R. L. Smith, North Africa.

Frank J.
Katen, Milford, Conn.
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WHO’S WHO IN THIS ISSUE

William S. Dewey, of Crestwood, N. Y., is the outstanding student of numismatic items per-

taining to his famous grandfather, Admiral Dewey.

Kurt A. Fisher, trained at the Vienna Museum and the British Museum, is a student of Orien-

talia and things Haitian
;
he is an associate of the Museum of the Bureau d’Ethnologie of Port au Prince,

Haiti, and more recently has directed substantial excavations of Pre-Colombian cultures on that island.

Hans Holzer is a pupil of Professor Pink of the Vienna Museum, and Professor Rudolf Egger

of the Austrian Archeological Institute. He is head of the foreign department at Stack’s. At present

he Is engaged in special studies at Columbia.

Thomas Ollive Mabhott has been a coin collector since early youth, informally trained by David

Proskey, Howland Wood, and more recently has studied during three summers at the British Museum.

He is by profession associate Professor of English at Hunter College, holds a doctor’s degree from

Columbia, and studied early printing with Prof. W. L. Schreiber, of Potsdam.

T. A. Olybrius is the pen name of a well-known numismatist.

Harold Mattingly, President of the Royal Numismatic Society and a member of the Department

of Coins and Medals at the British Museum is perhaps too well known a scholar to need further in-

troduaion. His standard works on Roman numismatics include BMC, Coins of the Rorr^an Empire, of

which four volumes have appeared.

Dr. A. F. Pradeau is a prominent dentist of Los Angeles, a fellow of the Antonio Alzate Aca-

demy of Sciences of Mexico. He is the author of A Numismatic History of Mexico to 1825, a work

of outstanding importance.

Morton M. Stack is one of the associates of STACK’S and is himself a collector of unusual mod-

ern counter-stamped tokens.

Joseph B, Stack, associated with his brother in business, is a collector of Washingtoniana, and

lectures on counterfeiting.

Joseph W. F. Stoppelman is connected with the Netherlands Information Service and editor of

Netherlands News. As such he is a distinguished authority on things Dutch.

C. S. Wilcox, of Toronto, Canada, has spent many years in South America, particularly Colom-

bia, in the capacity of engineer. He was in a position to observe and study local history and numismatics.

Adrian Walton Xorgniotti is a student of Princeton University and an ardent collector of ancient

coins.
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RENTZMANN’S NUMISMATISCHES LEGENDEN-LEXICON

(1865 and 1878)

Translated, revised and brought up to date.

PART I — THE RULERS OF THE WESTERN WORLD

THIRD INSTALLMENT

In this list there will be found all rulers with right of coinage of the Western World since the

early middle ages up to our day, arranged in alphabetical order. Rentzmann originally listed all the

abbreviations as found on the coins, but we believe our readers will realize in what different ways a

name, such as Charles or Carolus, could possibly be abbreviated, and we have therefore omitted these

long lists of shortenings, giving only the full name, in English, of each ruler. A Latin glossary will

be added later.

The figures in brackets after the rulers’ names denote the dynastic number of each according

to the succession in his own country. They may be different for one man who happened to rule two

or more countries. The spelling of the names is in present-day English, but where there seemed to

be no adequate English version, the present-day native form was used; and in some cases, where even

this could not be ascertained, the old Latin spelling was retained.

If there is only one date given, it marks either the beginning, the end or the approximate

period of the person’s reign, according to die position of the date in the text.

This installment lists all rulers beginning with the letter C, from Cabrinus to Charibert. The

second part of this letter, from Charles on, is postponed for the following issue because of considerations

1411-1447
1557-1575
1597-1618
1672-1729
1623-1660

-1784
1455-1458
1483-1489
1483-1489

1546-1598(d. 1600)
1616

1014-

1036

1015-

1036
1080-1086
1147-1157
768-

879-880
879-884
1177-1194
1515-1527
1152-1181
1515-1527

1533
1793-1803
1340-1393

1608

1 629-1630 (d. 1649)

H.

Cabrinus Cremona

Caesar (I) Guastalla

Caesar (I) Modena

Caesar (I) Pescara, de Vasto

Caesar (ID Guastalla

Cajetan and Charles Fugger

Calixtus (III) Rome, Avignon, Fuligno

Camilla Pesaro

Camilla and John «
Pesaro

Camillus
Camillus and Fabricius

Coreggio
Coreggio

Canute Denmark

Canute (IV)
England
Denmark

Canute (V) Denmark

Carleman France

Carleman Germany

Casimir (ID
France, Poitou

Poland

Casimir Brandenburg-Bayreuth

Casimir and Bogislas Pomerania

Casimir and George Brandenburg-Bayreuth

Cassandra Soragna

Castolus Kempten
Catherine Orange
Catherine Nevers

Catherine Transylvania
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Catherina Belgica Hanau-Miinzenberg I6l2-l630(d. 1648)
Catherine and James Cyprus 1473-1475

Cecily (II) Holy Cross of Nordhausen 1170
Cecily Rodez 1302-1319
Centullo (I) Bearn 905-940

Centullo (II) B^arn 984-1104

Centullo (III) Bearn 1012-1058

Centullo (IV) Biarn 1058-1088

Centullo (V) B^arn 1130-1134
Ceolnod Canterbury 830-870
Ceoiwulf Mercia 819-820
Ceslas Gotthard Vishehrad 1769-1781
Charibert (I) France 561- 567

(The remaining part of C, from Charles to Cuthred, will appear in our next number.)

(To be continued)

N.B. For Caspar, see GasPard.

THE NUMISMATIC REVIEW
$7.00 PER ANNUM

Single copies, when obtainable, $2.50

X-

Additional copks obtainable through

STACK’S
Dealers and Importers of Coins and Medals

12 WEST 46th STREET

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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